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newspaper history

At Our Post Office
The stamps of the famous authors
group are exhibited at the local Post
Offlce. where the first two of this
group of the new commemorative
stamp series are placed on sale today. The 1-cent denomination cen-

The Rockland Gazette was established , , „,h.prt
,hp nnrtealt nt Wash- i
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab 11 al SUDJPcl ls lne portrait Ol Wasfl- I
Itshed and consolidated with the Ga- ington Irving, while the 2-cent is ,
zette ln 1882 The Free Press was es- ..
.
_
tabiishd in 1855 and in 1891 changed tne portrait of James Fenimore
its name to the Tribune Th.se papers Cooper. Feb. 6, the 3-cent stamp 1
consolidated March 17 1897

...........
■■
, with portrait of Ralph Wuldo EmerCast thy burden upon the Lord, Mm; and on Peb. 14. the 10-tent
and He shall sustain thee: He stamp with portrait of Samuel L.
Clemens will be released. These
shall never suffer the righteous
dates are local, as first-day sales at
to be moved. Ps. 55 : 22.
Tarrytown, N. Y„ Cooperstown, N
1 Y„ Boston, Mass., Concord. Mass..
' and Hannibal. Mo., respectively, are
j on dates immediately preceding
1 those given here.
• • • •
Interested In the Referen
United States savings bonds sales
dum Which Has Been . for the year 1039. at the local Post
Submitted To Them
Offlce totalled $123,768 75, an lncrease of 104.88 percent over sales
Maine dairymen will receive at of 1938. when this office ranked
least temporary benefits if favor- I fourth in the State in amount sold,
able action is taken on thc refer- j The fact that, to date, our January
endum submitted to them by the saies this year are $45,750, or 8 perPederal Milk Administrator, Com- ) cent increase over the month of
mlssioner Washburn said yesterday I January. 1939. strengthens the imThe proposed amendment on ! pression that this form of savings
which the referendum ls being con- j investment ls still locally as well as
ducted. Washburn revealed, would | nationally popular.
increase tlie price paid to dairy-----------------men sending milk to the Boston
CIVIL ,WAR VETERAN
Milk Shed by 40 cents per hun
Thomas N Ayer. 94, one of thc
dredweight during February. March
last two surviving Civil War veter
and April.
Another section of thc amendment ans in Lincoln County died Friday in
in question revises the basic price. Damariscotta He served with the
Commissioner Washburn explained 21st Maine Regiment.
on the class 2 milk which is turned
into by-products. This price will j will be felt by many concerned" be- i
be based on the average casein and 1 cause of the automatic return to thc
milk powder prices, which will tend basic price on May first.
The pricing period in the butter
to increase returns to thc producer,
fat dfferential will be changed from
he explained.
The referendum ballots have been the calendar month. Washburn ex- '
mailed to 16,000 producers in New plained, to the “last half of the
Hampshire, Vermont. Massachusetts month preceding the delivery period ;
and the first half of the delivery
and New York as well as Maine.
While even “temporary help" will period."
The Commissioner said that this
be welcomed by Maine dairymen
because of high feeding costs, Wash- was a question where the vote of
bum believed that "disapppointment i every dairyman was vitally import
ant and he urged every Maine pro
ducer to fill out the ballot and mail
at once.
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[EDITORIAL]

A BUSINESS CHANGES HANDS

POLITICAL ABSURDITIES

The notion which seems to prevail in some quarters that
there is only one man in the United States who ought to be
President at this titne would be almost laughable if it were
not so absurd. The country has always had capable men for
the presidency in both the Republican and Democratic par
ties. It is now undertaken to hide the present administra
tion’s mistakes by advocating that he would be the only man
to save the country with a possible war impending. This is
not exactly complimentary to the capable Republicans who
have been mentioned, and certainly not to Secretary Hull and
half a dozen other Democratic statesmen who are being side
tracked by the third term Illusion. If President Roosevelt
is as much of a diplomat as we think he is, he will soon break
the silence and not permit himself to be placed in a false posi
tion. A ridiculous position, we might add, when you consider
Dial he is now pushing forward the erratic Mayor LaOuardia
for second place on the presidential ticket.

One of the best known places of
business ln Rockland changed hands
yesterday when Willis I, Ayer sold his
clothing store at The Brook to his
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“THE BLACK CAT”

two terms ln the Rockland Board of
Aldermen, was president of the
Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau two
years and its secretary 10 years. He

Maine Dairymen

BENEFIT BEANO

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
I. O. O. F. HALL
EASY CHAIR

DOOR

Ccunty Attorney Jerome C. Bur
rows is In Ellsworth today trying
PRIZE a case in Hancock County Superior
13"lt Court.

PLYMOUTH CARS

DESOTO CARS

MUNSEY AUTO SALES
21 LIMEROCK ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

We have a full line of Plymouth and DeSoto Cars

on hand for immediate delivery
13-lt

It’s Easy To Stay Young Electrically
See how easily these Modem Servants prepare

VALUE OF THE PRESS

From Alonzo P Spear of Rockport, who has a winter home
nt 2301 South Florida avenue, Lakewood, Fla., comes an Inter
esting clipping. You will scarcely credit that It comes from a
Democratic newspaper, and yet such is the stress of the times
that even Democratic newspapers like the Florida-TimesUnlon will print editorials like the one here shown. It ls en
titled "A Fantastic Appeal.” and follows:
Mayor LaOuardia of New York city goes far afield in hls
argument favoring a plan under which the Federal Govern
ment would be made the sole tax collecting agency in the
United States. States already are too much under the thumb
of centralized authority. What the American people want
more than anything else in their Government is a lessening
of that authority—they want nothing that would strengthen
Washington's hold upon the rule over the lesser units.
Under the plan of the New York mavor. the States would
become little more than pawns of the multitudinous commis
sions and bureaus centering in Washington and having their
tenacles spread throughout the Nation and reaching into
every voting precinct. What a paradise that sort of program
would create for the machine-minded politicians.
Mr. LaGuardia's plan contemplates that the Federal Gov
ernment collect all the taxes, and ln turn remit "allowable
credits" to the States. Results Of such a plan can easily be
realized in the event that State officials should not toe the
mark drawn by the distributing agency in Washington. The
Chief Executive, becoming peeved over what he considered an
infraction of Federal rules, would merely pass along the word
that no payments be made on the "allowable credits" until the
"offending" State officials were "brought to their senses.”
That the plan would work out this wav already has been
demonstrated by the experiences in Oeorgla and elsewhere in
the administration of WPA funds. Governor Talmadge did
not agree with road plans involving WPA outlays in Georgia,
and Washington held up the allocations.
Washington authorities havee resorted to the most per
nicious type of politics in some instances, with the President
himself taking the lead in the manipulations. He used the
relief program. Involving proposed bridge-building in Mary
land, ln hls attempt to "purge" Senator Millard Tydlngs from
the Democratic Party two years ago
With such Infamous practices as these growing out of a
temporary program of collecting and spending public funds,
what would not be forced upon the American pecple If the per
manent plan suggested by Mayor LaGuardia were adopted.
The idea is simply unthinkable.
Mayor LaOuardia is on sound ground when he quotes sta
tistics in support of the "existing condition of the duplication
and overlapping of taxes" as an unnecessary and unjustifiable
burden upon the American people. The tax burden Ls without
question bevond the bounds of reason when the total amounts
to a per capita of $114.09. divided as follows: Federal. $46 48;
State. $29.71, and local, $37.90.
But the way to reduce that burden is to reverse the trend
of thought that is becoming all too prevalent ln America that
the people are instruments of the Government, to be used
according to the plant al theorists of the varied hues, and
restore Government to its intended function—the agency of
the people.
j
This reversal will be expedited in proportion to the speed
with which the people realize that they are faced by the alter
native of working and turning their earnings over to the taxspenders. or reclaiming the Government as their own and
putting officials and administrators in charge who will con
duct it as such.

CARLTON BRIDGE DAMAGE

at your 1940 Series of

Representative Clyde H. Smith is
drafting for Introduction ln the
House Monday a bill for $19,000 for
repayment to the State of Maine
for damages to the Carlton Bridge
at Bath. The damages were in
flicted to the piers and understruc

to be presented in

Outgoing

A FANTASTIC APPEAL

BETTER MEALS WITH LESS WORK

ELECTRIC COOKING SCHOOLS

(By The Roving Reporter)

The nation's newspapers have raised more than $300,000
to aid destitute Finland, according to announcement made by
Herbert Hoover, the national chairman of the Finnish Relief
Fund. It is to be hoped that the people fully appreciate the
value of the press on such emergency occasions—as much as
the press appreciates the generosity of the people.

ture of the bridge by collision of
the Coast Guard tender Ilex on
Aug. 17. Representative Smith is
told by the Coast Guard officials in
Washington that the only way to
get reparation from the Federal
Government ls by Introduction of
a formal claim bill. The damage
to the bridge has not yet been re
paired.

Incoming

head clerk, Ralph P. Conant. The ■ Ls a deacon of the Littlefield Menew owner has already taken charge, j mortal Church and a member of the
and announces his intention of con 1 Odd Fellows, Lions Club and Baptist
ducting the business along the same Men's League.
With the new business in mind he
lines that made it popular under
Mr. Ayer's management, applyln® has withdrawn the nomination pa
pers through which he sought to be
the same rules as to courtesy and
come a candidate for representative
square dealing.
j to Legislature.
Mr. Ayer, the retiring proprietor,
The Ayer clothing store Is unique
had previously been ln the market among the city’s business establish
business at the Northend. and in tho ments, as the daily gathering place
course of four decades on “the main of men of all professions and vocastem" had to have a wide acquaint ; tions. quite willing to tackle any
ance with the trading public. Ho problem under the sun but filing no
has served as president of the bond to assure Its solution. Th>‘
Chamber of Commerce, and Is discussions have always been good
prominent in the Congregational natured and if anybody ever saw
Church and Rotary Club.
Willis Ayer vexed the fact must have
Mr Conant, who succeeds to the been suppressed.
throne, has earned ln 16 years' clerk
Expecting to be a little homesick
ship a thorough knowledge of the the flrst month out of the store. Mr
business, and the wants of the store s Ayer plans to occupy hls mind wltn
customers. He formerly conducted a bit of traveling, and in company
a large dairy business on Thomason with Mrs Ayer and Mr. and Mrs. A
street, and still engages in farming W. Gregory, will leave tbe last of
to a considerable extent. He served next week for a tour of Florida.

IN THE BONNEY’S GRIP
Revival Meetings At First Baptist Church Con
tinue In Interest—Straight From Shoulder
Friday night was “Family Night" "The second thing is environment.
ln the series of meetings being con It is a tragedy today, the things
ducted by Mr. and Mrs. Gerald E. our boys and girls are obliged to
Bonney, at the First Baptist Church. ! face. If they pick up a magazine,
The auditorium was filled, and they are faced with the sickening
special recognition was given to triangular story or drunken debauch.
the family groups. Mrs. Bonney , It is the tendency of the day.
brought the message on "Gods "The third thing is will power;
Ideal Home." She said in part:
that which helps a man to make a
"If you and I want our children decision and to be true to the deto be finer than we are, we have , cision.
• • • •
got to build into our own lives
those things that are naturally
"It is so hard for modern people
reaching up higher. Some few to say, 'Forgive us our sins said the
years ago they were having a great preacher Sunday morning. We say
congress of women's clubs; at this we have erred, we have made a
conference they were talking about mistake. I believe if we could get
child training, when we should be I all the churches of Christ to pray
gin to mould the lives of our child 'that prayer, there would be such a
ren.
revival as was never known.
"They had in that group a won
“On my flrst trip to California
derful woman, who had reared some 13 years ago, I saw many vine
seven fine boys. When they asked yards. On every side those vines
for her opinion, that mother, with were cut down. I was told that
all of her experience, said, "Long they were pruning those vines, get
Jefore they are born, you should be ting ready for the next season. The
gin ln the lives of their mothers shoots were taking the sap that
and fathers.’ Heredity is the first should go to the fruit.
important factor.
(Continued on Page Six)

Help the Infantile Paralysis Campaign!

ATTEND THE

PRESIDENTS BIRTHDAY BALL
COMMUNITY BUILDING
TONIGHT, TUESDAY, JANUARY 30
Dancing 9.00 to 1.00

Music by HAL’S TEN RHYTHMAIRES
DOOR PRIZE. ONE-HALF TON OF COAL

We are now located in our com

* * * *

j- BEANO

on the stage of the

MASONIC TEMPLE HALL, ROCKLAND

By Miss Ruth Cluff

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 1—AT 2.00 P. M.
Attendance Prize to be Given Away at February 1 School, based
on total attendance of all three schools
EVERYONE CORDIALLY INVITED—AIgL FOOD GIVEN AWAY

CENTRA MAINE

Company

7T13

M. B. & C. O. PERRY
A. P. BLAISDELL
ROCKLAND FUEL CO.
PERRY’S MARKETS
BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
CORNER DRUG STORE
J. F. GREGORY h SON
J. A. JAMESON CO.
A. & P. FOOD STORES
NAUM & ADAMS

quarters formerly occupied by the
offices of the Central Maine Power

20 GAMES FOR 25 CENTS

With the Finest Prizes Ever Offered In Rockland
Contributed By—

FINAL SESSION

power

J-

Co.

HOUSB SHERMAN, INC.
H. H. CRIE
MAINE STATE PRISON
JOHN BIRD CO.
ROCKLAND

WHOLESALE

GROCERY CO.
INDEPENDENT WHOLESALE
GROCERY CO.
FIREPROOF GARAGE
ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.
TEXACO FILLING STATION
HOPKINS GARAGE, INC.
SEA VIEW GARAGE
SWIFT a co.

SENTER CRANE CO.
BLACK a GAY
ST. CLAIR a ALLEN
CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO. ARMOUR

a CO.

LINCOLN E. McRAE
INVESTMENTS
449 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

The Black Cat is much interested
in an item which comes from a
North Haven (onx\sponder$t. It
tells of a family to which its pet
cat. Tommy, has returned after an
absence of two years. Homesick?

He wouldn't miss it. No sir! Not
even his 79 years and pair of
crutches could keep Frank Brown
of Tenants Harbor away from that
launching last week. Wasn't the
trawler named St. George, and
wasn't that enough reason to go as
far as Rockland although even that
distance l»ad been off his Ust for
four years? It seems they grow an
extra special brand of loyalty down
St. George way, and Frank Brown
A southend merchant whose crlb1s a steady customer,
bage successes long ago led him to
claim the championship from the
From 9 Hamilton place, Boston,
Ward 4 boundaries to the Southerly
comes
the suggestion of Alton HaU
line of Scrigglesvtlle. was embold
ened to advertise that he would give Blackington that I can start some
lessons at 25 cents per each. But thing at the Bean Barrel Club if I
when a certain city gent beat him propound this problem. "How cold
two out of three, and refused to would it be if it was twice as cold
continue playing until Harry took as zero."—Rockland columnist.
Why. its simply twice as cold, of
a few lessons himself, the band be
ccurse.—Lewiston Journal.
gan to play, and "His Nibs' Is hav
Problems answered off hand.
ing a rest. Which, of course, is nuts
for the other members of the Bean
One year ago: New bids were be
Barrel Ciub.
ing sought for the construction of
A Jay Sec writes:
i the proposed Camden street factory.
'Those thinking that the game —The late residence of Mary Jane
laws are now strict should note the Watts on Knox street, Thomaston
changes since 1848 when they were was tendered to the town, for any
extremely sot?) The act of 1848 use it might desire to make of it.—
relating to deer and moose reads as Capt. Nathaniel Simington, In
follows: ‘Any person who shall kill charge of the Salvation Army Corps,
any moose or deer, between the first was transferred to Provincial Head
of march until the first of July, shall quarters ln Boston, being succeeded
forfeit and pay for each offence by Adjutant Thomas Seaver of Hyde
five dollars, half to the use of the Park. Mass—"Danny" Dandeneau
country, and half to the use of the won thc bowling championship from
prosecution, within six months after the Great Arico.—Dr Kent reported
the offence was committed, and not nine cases of measles, and one each
afterwards.' Page Bill Davis."
Jof whooping cough and measles.
The attractive girls of the Junior
class who have been chosen to assist
Camden Took Last Ditch Miss Mary Anastasia chairman of

Garrison Finish

Basketball Game Fromithe Usheretles for
— „ „

_____
Camden 26, Thomaston 22
Thomaston 28, Camden 25
Camden indulged in one of those
good old fashioned garrison finishes
at Thomaston last night and won
a game on which the homc <eam
seemed to have an iron-clad mort
gage. Wasgatt was again the pointwinning ace. Thomaston took com
fort In the fact that its lemlne out
fit was on the winning end.
Tlie boys' game:
Camden 26
O.
F. Pts
Dearborn. If .......... 10
2
Milliken, If............ 0
1
1
Wasgatt. rf............ 5
1
11
Marriner, c ........... 2
0
4
„
Boynton, lg ........... 3
2
0
0
Dyer, rg ................. 0
0
Totals ................. 11
Thomaston 22
O.
Staples, If .............. 1
Linscott, If ............ 0
Suomela. rf .......... 3
Miller, c ................. 2
H. Sawyer, lg ........ 2
D. Sawyer, rg........ 2

26
Pis.
2
0
7
5
4
4

fortable new offices at 449 Main St.,

SPECIAL ATTRACTION

OUR NEW ELECTRIC KITCHEN

Witli no desire to be disloyal to
the land of their winter habitat sev
eral correspondents have sent The
Black Cat copies of Southern news
papers telling of the unbelievably
cold weather down in Dixie, and of
their desperate efforts to keep warm.
CM course it is not often like that
in tlie Southland. but when one
reads that Birmingham. Aki., was
tlie coldest city In the country one
day recently, and reads also, of the
strenuous efforts to k^ep tlie citrous
crops from freezing, we feel a little
more kindly toward our own dis
comfort up here on the Maine coast.
And we still think that Maine 1s
the best State to live in.

10
Totals
22
Referee. Wotton. Time, four 8's.

pUy "Pr°-

fessor, How Could You?" are: Ebba
Kallock, Josephine Farrington, Alice
Barton . Lena Cuccinello, Martha
Seavey, Vivian Strout, Marian Harrington, Madeline Hurd. Mary Gerrish, Dorothy Melvin. Marion Rawley, Grace Blethen, and Lucille Melvin.

The guest speaker at Tomorrow's
meeting of tlie Lions Club will be
Fred H Oabbi of Portland, director
of Lions International and former
past district governor, who present
ed the charter to the Rockland
Club when It originated.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again I
would have made a rule to read nome
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week The loss of these
tnetes is a loss of happiness —Charles
Darwin
A SONG
There Is ever a song somewhere, my
dear;
There is ever a something sings alway:
There's the song of the lark when the
skies are clear.
And the song of the thrust when the
skies are gray
Thc sunshine showers across the grain.
And the bluebird trills in the orchard
tree;
And In and out. when the eaves drip
rain.
The swallows are twittering cease
lessly

There Is ever a song somewhere. my
dear.
Be the skies above or dark or fair.
There 1a ever a song that our hearts
may hear—
There ls ever a song somewhere, my
dear
There ls ever a song somewhere!

At the request of the Sagadahoc
sheriff's department Knox County
There Is ever a song somewhere. m$sheriffs last night took into custody
dear,
Ernest Quinn and Forrest Hatch, J In ,.he midnight black, or the mld|
day blue:
who were wanted in Bath for al- The robin ■pipes when the sun ia here,
leged assault and battery upon Mrs.
An%hh\ "hmugh.1*'^’’’ th' Wh°'*
may blow, and the fruit may
Eula MacKennon , Quinn's former The buds
grow.
wife. The Rockland men were be And the .autumn leaves drop crisp and
scar;
ing arraigned ln Bath Municipal
But whether the sun. or the rain, or
the anow.
Court as tills paper went to press.
There ls ever a song somewhere my
Sheriff Ludwick also arrested last
dear
night Oeorge Greenrose of West There is ever a song somewhere. my
Rockport charged with evading a j Bp the
dearsides
'
above or dark or fair,
board bill in Bath. Sheriff Mes- , Thcre ls ev" » son* thal ®ur hearts
.
may hear—
11 senger and Deputy Sheriff Small of There is ever a aong somewhere, my
| Sagadahoc County were here in j The?.*““ever a song somewhere!
1 connection wilh the case.

—Junes Whitcomb Riley

TUKEE-TIMES-A-WEEK

4
one's own ltmlta- -e... tions is better than to know •••
♦ those of a friend—War Cry
To know

At The High School
By Thc Pupils
Next Friday the Sons of the
American Legion Drum and Bugle
Corps are giving a benefit show for
their uniform fund, with Ken Mac
Kenzie and his WOAN Radio En
tertainers. plus an amateur contest,
at the Comunlty Building at 4 and
8 p. m. A11 the members of this
Corps are pupils of this school (ex
cept James Hayes who graduated in
38) and include: drum majors. Ger
aldine Norton and James Hayes;
snare drummers. Ernest Munro,
Rickie Munro. Donald Kelsey. Ro
land Hayes, Eugene Stickney; base
drummer. Robert Jones; cymbals,
Charles Libby; bugles. Roland Robi
shaw, Oeorge Robishaw, Ronald
Packard. Arthur Brewer, Anson
Olds, Hazen Sawyer. Vance Norton,
Alvah Graves. Winfield Chatto,
James Olds. Irwin Beal. Michiel
Ristanio. Curtis Linsey. Dale Lind
sey, Earl Smith, and Charles Phil*
brook; drill sergeant. Jack Wood.
• • • •
Tlie Senior class has clibsen Helvi
Laitinen as their D A R. candidate!
on thc qualities of dependability.j
service, leadership, and patriotism
This vote also had the approval of
thc faculty. Evelyn Bartlett has'
been elected as alternate.

I Ccrps arc urged to attend so as to Western songs and as leader of hls
help Uie boys earn money for new show will give all an evening to be
i uniforms which are much needed to remembered The balance of Uie
A big second string paved the way Will Benefit From Perform
D
V
MV
’ make a snappy looking outfit to rep- evening will be the big amateur
for an Armour victory over Uie Walance By Ken McKenzie! resent tjle c^y Of dockland wherever contest which has been so popular,
, doboro Merchants at the Star Alleys
and His Entertainers
they go.
and has brought out some fine en
Friday night. Manager Jackson was
------I This is the first appearance of tertainers. Heading this list will be
high line for single and total, closely
Friday, the Junior Legion Drum [ ,he Ken MacKenzie radio s)WW at little Ernest Munro the promising
pressed in the latter respect by Gen Corps of Wins.ow-Holbrook Post
the Community Building and lovers ycung singer who is a member of
thner of the Medomak aggregation. will present Ken MacKenzie and his
cf Western songs _ are in fcr a real , the corps. Listen to radio station
Rockland Armour’s
i radio entertainers at the Commun- treat. In Ken Libby the blackface WGAN, Portland daily at 12.15 for
80 97 90 91 85—443 jty Building with two shows, raatiFlagg ...
comefian of the show the audience Ken Mackenzie and further an63 90 30 81 M—*•<1 nee at 4, and evening show at 8
C. Brown
Is in for an evening of side-splitting nouncements.
Jackson . 112 117 co 80 94 <83 p. m. The matinee is especially for
laughter, as Ken can sing, dance
81 195 71 89 S3—441
O. Brown
children, and Ken and his en- and fell jokes in a way to please all.
A dragging brake on one auto
85
85
86
93
Ryder ...
®0—429 tertainers will put on a special show The girl dancers are new to the peo
mobile wheel may be the result of
4’8 89? 410 496 448-2220 {or them. At thc evening show the
ple of this vicinity and will be well a weak brake shoe return spring.
Waldoboro Merchants
Junior Drum Corps will give a 15- received. The cowboy members can
----- 80 121 76 8? 83—425 I minute concert on the stage from play and sing the Western songs
Burns ---Whenever an automobile fatality
82 89 79 39 75-407 7 45 t0 8 p. m. All friends of the
Young
that are so popular now
occurs In Boston, the skull and
94
70
85
—
<15
...........
............
Woodbury 84 81
In Ken MacKenzie. the star of thc crossbones files over police head
99 94 89 1C8 91—433 j lia(1 122 f0I. j^gh single and 533 for
Genthner
show, you will find a fine singer of quarters.
95
—
432
89 77 98 72
Hilton __
total For the lasers. Winchenbaugh
430 426 436 491 439-2162 and Smith shared high totals with
518 each, and Wink had 190 for high
Another Rockland team emerged single,
Delicious Unvarying Quality
victorious Saturday night at thc Star
Kockland
r I Alleys. defeating Thomaston by the
93 107 101 110 122—533
pitiless margin of :58 pins. Hobbs T. Perry
: was tops witli u total of 561 and a McPhee .... 116 £4 88 118 85—491
P Perry .. 91 97 113 96 118—515
high string of 133
Rackliff .... 95 96 94 119 99—503
Thomaston
98 79 90 97 103—462I
Chatto
77
—
461
|
.... 106 99 94 85
488 463 486 540 527-2604
.... 1.15 107 89 92 85—488
Waldoboro
.. 83 83 95 96 87-4441
99 96 96 117 76—481
94 92 80 123 89—4781 Wallace
89
163
Winc'baugh
93 110 120 105 90—518
87 N 97 94
75 88 80 85 89—418
485 477 455 490 427-2334 Eugley
92 103 93 88 83—459
Rorkland
Roes ..... . 96 115 103 133 89—506 Smith — 95 94 105 107 117—518
454 492 494 503 455-2397
Hobbs ..... 10C 111 103 113 133—5S1 ,

With The Bowlers

The Courier-Gazette
—
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Junior Drum Corps

SALADA

I

TEA

, Carr____ 112 92 ICO 85 93—482 — McKinney 101 92 112 113 94—512
Harold Karl, forward, and Irving McConchie, guard
Pearl Smith and Lena Cuccinello. guards
1 Johnson.... 104 110 123 104 90—531
515 520 541 517 499-2592 .
lCO-yard ski dash for girls—Mc I
Edwards. Union. 5 points; Black
The Waldoboro Post Office bowl
man. Rockland, 3 points; Pomeroy.
ing
team played a return match with
Rockland. 1 point.
the Rockland Post Office team with
lCl-yard ski dash for boys—Esthe Rockland team ending on top
ar.cy. Union. 5 points; Milliken.
with 107 pin lead Rockland took the
Camden. 3 points; Simmons. Union. first string by 34 pins, but Waldo
1 point.
There were over 3.000 people at
boro made a snappy comeback tak
the "Battle of Music” held at the
103-vard snowshoe dash for girls— ing the second string by 28 pins and
City Hall In Portland Monday night,
iBy Fred LaCrosse)
den tied with 8 apiece, Warren took Smith. Rockland. 5 points; McEd the third by 8 pins to give them a
and it had to be seen as well as
wards. Union. 3 points; Hayward, two-pin lead going into the fourth.
Tlie snow-birds of Union High fourth place with one point and
heard to be appreciated. Tony
Union. 1 point.
Then the local boys opened up with
Pasteur had the best looking band. I School came to Rockland Saturday Thomaston failed to place.
100-yard snowshoe dash for boys— two big strings to gain 37 pins in
Awards were made to the win- Butler. Rockland: Leonard Union; the fourth and 72 in the fifth.
with their uniforms and attractive and walked away with aU thc honHigh honors for the evening went
music racks, but Duke Ellington ors in a winter sports meet held by ning team and ribbons were handed Hilton. Waldoboro
really had the musicians. Duke Rockland High School. With per- out to all winning contestant
The obstacle relay race was won to Ted Perry of the lccal team, who
Ellington played a lot of special ar- fect weather conditions prevailing special prizes were given to the by Union, with Waldoboro second
rangements. but the high spot of the moming festivities got under- ooy and girl scoring the most pointsand Warren third.
the evening was when Laurence wav at Chicawaukie Lake where thc for their respective teams, and these Cross-eountrv
snowshoe race—
Brown, Duke’s first trombone player skiing and snowshoeing events were honors went to Simmons of Union Leonard Union
Hart. Union; Bogtook a solo on "The Sunny Side of,heid
who was high for the
with 15
INC.
Union.
thc Street .—Anon
Union started off with a bang points to his credit.
Cross country ski race—Simmons.
! grabbing five first places and plac- ' For the girls it was Miss McEd- I
The Debating Club held its first jng jn au nle cvents which gave wards also of Union and Miss True 1 Union: Esancy, Union; Milliken.
debate Tuesday in the school li- them a total of 41 points. Rockland of Camden who were tied with fi Camden
ICO-yard skating dasli for girls—
brary. with Mrs Ludwick as chair- High school won both snowshoe joints apiece
A dance held in
man. Thc negative side was upheld danlias. Butler for the boys and t{ie Higli School gy mnasium brought True. Camden; Jameson. Waldo
MOORHEAD HOSE. 55c val. 43c
by June Chatto and Ernest Don- Smith for the girls grabbing off the days activities to a close and boro; Hayes. Rockland.
100-yard dash for boys—Simmons.
!3e
35c value ............. -.......
dis, and thc affirmative was de- these top honors.
also another suecesstul Rockland
Union; Benner. Rockland: Morton.
ANKLE HOSE
pair 10c
fended by Lillian Savage and LuThe outstanding event of the High School sports meet
Union.
ENGLISH RIBS
pair 59c
ellle Stanley. As this was the first morning was the cross-country ski
Tlie sport summary:
200-yard dash for girls—HiU.
3 for S1.00
LISLE THREAD
debate of the year, no decision was and snowshoe races and here Union
Rockland; True. Camden; Jameson.
rendered. Thc club ls planning to sinned again grabbing off the 1. 2.
Waldoboro.
SHIRTS & DRAWERS
send a team to debate at Waldoboro 3 spots in both races
200-yard dash for bo>-s—Simmons.
High soon. Ernest Dondis
| At the end of the morning events
52.15
50', WOOL
Union; Morton. Union; Stetson.
1.47
all of the eontestents drove to the
3.7', WOOL
Camden.
Principal Blaisdell has been as
139
High School building where refresh
33'. WOOL
sisted in the office this week by.89
ments were served and the total
CHALMERS
Irma Thompson of the senior short points of each team were totaled
Plenty of Large Sizes
hand class and Owen Allen of the up. It was found that Union was
BOYS’ ALL WOOL MACK
office practice class, with Kathleen out in front with 41 points to its
WATER PIPES RENEWED
INAWS
............
$4.95
Dean and Richard Rising substitut- credit; Ro:.kiand WBS in ^d
AND WIRED OUT
Size
50
JOHNSON
PANTS
$4.35
ing when necessary. Office boys position with 14. Waldoboro third
NEW SEWERS LAID
MEN’S REVERSIBLES
$5.65
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
have been Fred Morrison. Walter with 4 Camden and Warren tied
PLUGGED
MCHLERS
70', Discount
Dodge. Raymond O'Brien, George with one apiece, and Thomcston
SEPTIC TANKS & CESSPOOLS
•Simmons. Donald Kalloch Wilbur fajied t0 place.
AND CEMENT WORK
LINED GLOVES DISCOUNTED
Hamilton, and Charles Bodman
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS
Community Park was the scene
ALL SUITS
' of action in the afternoon and it
Mrs Esther Rosers is today at
GREATLY REDUCED
was there that the most thrilling
tending a meeting of the In and
TEL. 1187-R. ROCKLAND, ME.
[ part of the program was to be held.
13“ lt
About Club, a group of music
| the skating races. A good sized
teachers, with luncheon and clinic
[crowd was on hand to witness the
at thc Hotel Eastland in Portland.
! skating events and the first onc
Hayden Morgan, director of glee
clubs in Newton. Mass., will deni- 1 to come up was the ICO-yard dasli
for girls. In this event Camden
l)<» You Smile W itli
onstrate Senior and Junior High
came through with their first num
School work. After this meeting,
ber one spot of the day, with the
Mr. and Mrs. Rogers are attending
Satisfaction Wl en You
We're marking all odd lots of
Misses True of Camden leading all
basketball games between Hope.
*
needed merchandise at prices
I the way, and clinching first place,
Pawtucket. Deering, and Portland
that gives every pocketbook in
while Jameson of Waldoboro fin('heck Your Heating Bill?
High Schools.
Knox County a swell s-acation.
! ished second and Hays of Rock-

—•

UNION WINS WINTER CARNIVAL

Rolled Up 55 Points In Saturday’s Events—
Rockland Second With 23

BURPEE & LAMB

FINAL

CLEARANCE

“LOOKIT

SHOP AT

tricks.' His audience showed their
appreciation of each part ol the'
program which lead up to valuable
lessons on faith in ourselves, in 1
others, and in God. His talk was |
based on Edgar Guest’s poem
"Somebody Said It Couldn t Be
Done. ’ ’ Jerry. Charlie McCarthy
If you arc contemplating the
of his act. made a big hit, and
sale of your property, consult us
found a sympathetic audience when without obligation.
it came to taking an I. Q. test. Open- ,
We have clients desiring to pur
ing exercises were conducted by [ chase certain types of Real
Norma Philbrook. Philip Fiench. I Estate, not now listed with us
for sale.
chairman, introduced Rev. Charles
McDonald, and he. In turn, intro
duced Mr. Bonney —Martha Seavey !
375 MAIN ST„
ROCKLAND
and June Chatto
INSURANCE AND
REAL ESTATE
Ski junipers attain a speed of 100
11-13
feet 0 second while leaping.

PROPERTY
WANTED

Elmer C. Davis

WHITE HOUSE

1 LB ECONOMY
PKG

COFFEE

NATION WIDE.”

KELLOGG’S

MOTHER S CHINA OATS SLOW0

.
2

LIBBY’S

2

19c

/

DEVILED MEAT

SNIDER'S CATSUP

2

|5c

NATION-WIDE

29c

2^ 18<

MUSTARD

IT’S LIKE NO OTHER MEAT YOU KNOW

HOR MEL'S SPAM

.

.

tV

8

OZ
JAR

BROWN LABEL

-

33<

C0N8EMSE8MILK2can$27<

CON-I-SUR

n

oz
CAN

CORNED BEEF
8 OZ
JAR

SEIDNER’S SANDWICH SPREAD
,

15<

ROSE BRAND

SALADA TEA

39c

27c

CAN

SEIDNER’S MAYONNAISE

LB
PKG

DELIGHTFULLY SEASONED - READY TO SERVE

^HORMEL'S SPICED HAM .

now $1.50

27c

PKG

GOOD LUCK LEMON PIE FILLING

RED LABEL

Girls’ sizes 1 lo 20
Were $5.00 to $10.00

23c

CORN FLAKES 2<*gs|5c

Gregory’s prices are
headed South...
even though
you’re not

9 All Wool Ski Jackets

JAN. 29 - FEB. 3

“YES BEAR, AIL SMART MOTHERS

S. E. EATON

We’re letting you wiggie your toes
in thc warm sand of extreme
values this month and if you don't
have the time of your life . . . it’s
your own fault,

PICTURE

MUMMY. JUST LIKE US!”

NOW IS THE TIME!

At the Junior High assembly land third- In the 2®0-yan> raee
I for girls Hill of Rockland finished
Wednesday moming. Pauline Ha
vener led the devotions and pre out in Iront of thc other contcsI tants to give tlie Rockland team
sented Rev. Gerald Bonney, who
entertained with songs and feats ] another first place. Simmons of
of magic. With the’story which Unlon ran away wilh thc 100 and
lie told of thc various flags which 200-5 ard races for the boys, with
Benner of Rockland
have floated over the U. S. from'Benner
Rockland and
and Morton
j
of
.Union
grabbing
off
thc number
1497 to thc present time, he devcloiM'd a fine lesson in patriotism. I two positions.
Thc audience was greatly pleased j Atter lhc hkaling events were °vcr
with Sailor Jerry whom Mr. BoneonlCi>*anls an^ judges again
nc.v presented in a ventrlloqulstic re^lre<^
the High School building
sketch.
I wllore •he points of the competing
....
' teams were totaled up and the reRev. Gerald Bonnev. evangelist. sults were- Union first, with 55
was guest speaker at Senior High ! P°*nts to i,s credit; Rockland secassembly Tuesday morning, enter- ond- witl1 2:ii Waldoboro and Camtalnlng with ’’talcs, tunes, and | ’

THIS

.

19c

15c

can 27c

10 Prs All Wool Ski Pants
Sizes 12 to 34

$3.50

— Sunshine

CRABMEAT

Sizes 4 to 18
Were $1.00

KRISPy
CRACKERS

$2.50

SWIM WITH JAMKAKUT Burnt

6 Prs All Woo, Ski Pants
Sizes 10 to 18
Were SI.09 and S5.00

T»f npph&fUt. CtACKU

9 Prs All Wool Ski Pants

Stevi WITH SOUP

now $1.50

Were $10.00 and $12.00

now $6.95, $3.95

.

SHRIMP

4

2

MUSTARD

(DRY)

416 MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND, ME.

2

Iwnt «»f l)&ll Anthracite nrc always pleased wilh

CANS

27c

3OZ
CANS

25<

the Having they realize lrom burning a clean, accu

THREE CROW PEARL BARLEY

.

2

....

2

heal—und lhat fewer Ions of D&H Anthracite are
needed to provide comfortably heated homes. Phone

2 in 1 SHOE POLISH

us for a trial order today!

DRAIN OPENER.................................

TEL. 294

23<

THREE CROW

1 LB
PKGS

PHONE 487

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
519 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

CLOROX

....

NATION-WIDE

a

PINTS

15c

SERVICE

19c

CANS | Be

LGE
CAN

“THE FAVORITE PENNSYLVANIA HARD COAL55?

GREGORY’S

CAN

FANCY

BINGS

rately sized coal. They’ve found pure coal gives more

Men’s
All Wool Mackinaws

■ ’

QTS

|7C
25c

GROCERS

Final rites for thc late Edward L.
Robert Payson went Sunday to
Boston to attend hairdressers' con Hewett were conducted at the Rus
vention.
sell Funeral Home Sunday afternoon
witli a very large attendance, the
A handsome easy chair will he
cortege which followed the remains
the door prize at the benefit beano
to Achorn cemetery being one of
to be held tomorrow night at I. O.
tiie longest seen at the funeral of
O. F. hall.
a person in private life. Rev. Dr.
John Smith Lowe officiated and the
George H. Thomas, former presi
Masonic ritual services were im
dent of the Camden Board of Trade,
pressively conducted by Knox Lodge
has been appointed a member of
of Masons, with the assistance of
the State Park Commission.
lccal Masons. Quantities of hand
some floral offerings surrounded the
The Nursing Activities Committee
casket. The active bearers were
of the Red Cross is to sponsor a
four members of Knox Lodge. The
course in Home Hygiene and Care
active bearers were Capt. Charles
of the Sick. Anyone Interested
A. Magee, James Jones, Woodbury
should register at the Red Cross
H Thomas, Benjamin Wiggin and
room, Tuesday, Feb. 6, at 2 p. m.
William Sullivan.
A small fee will bc charged, but a
copy of the standard text book will
Captain Trask and 25 members
be furnished gratis to all who at of Blue Bonnet Troop. Girl Scouts,
tended thc classes, which arc to be were guests of the Camden Girl
held m tne Crie Block twice each Scouts Saturday at an out-of-door
week for eight or ten weeks.
party at the Snow Bowl. The girls

TALK OF THE TOWN

Peb 2—Candlemas Day
Feb 2 Junior Drum Corps Benefit
Show at Community Building
Peb 2—Klwanls benefit card party at
tower room Community Building.
Peb 5—City Government meeting
Feb 7—Ash Wednesday
Peb. 7 Rockport Annual birthday
party at Methodist Church.
Peb. 6—Thomaston Pythian Centen
nial celebration at Watts hall.
Peb 8—Benefit dance and beano for
the Madeline A- Flora families, at the
Community Building
Peb 8-14 Boy Scouts of America
celebrate 13th anniversary
Peb 9-10 Camden State session ot
HI-Y Clubs at Baptist Church.
Peb
12—Thomaston Knox County
Circuit Rally of Epworth Leagues at
Congregational vestry.
Peb 12—Klwanls Charter and Ladles'
Night at Hotel Rockland
Peb 14—Telephone tea by Knox Hos
pital Auxiliary
Peb 15—Monthly meeting of Baptist
Men s League
Peb 13-16—Junior class play, "Pro
fessor, How Could You ”
Peb
15-16—Rockland High School
Klppy Karnlval
Peb
16-16—Camden—Outing Club's
annual winter carnival at the Snow

Bowl

Peb 23Warren—High School Min
strel Show
March 26—Klwanls Charity BaU at
Community Building

THE WEATHER
Thc warm wave promised by the
radio broadcasters yesterday ls
probably on the way. but as yet we
have not been affected with any
thing that resembled over-|xjwerlng
heat. The thermometer did say 10
above this morning, which was cer
tainly an improvement on the rep»n brought ia by Frederick A.
Danforth of Oardner, who said that
it was 10 below on his porch when
he left home. Tomorrow ls the last
day of January, and as they say on
the street—here's your hat; what s
your hurry? Charles the First, was
executed 293 years ago today. Maybe
they had the same kind of weather
then, and he didn't care.

*

'‘Allegheny Uprising”
THURS.-FRI., FEB. 1-2

‘‘Judge Hardy and Son’

BENEFIT SHOW FOR

JUNIOR DRUM CORPS
UNIFORM FUND
KEN MacKENZIE
and hls

WGAN Radio Entertainers
Plus Amateur Contest
FRIDAY, FEB. 2
COMMUNITY BUILDING
Matinee 4 p, m„ 10c, 25c
Evening, 8 p. m, 15c, 25c, 35e

FOR RENT
Offices

Apartments
Single and Double Houses

Elmer C. Davis
375 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
INSURANCE & REALESTATE
11-13

BURPEE'S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
no, 781-1 or 781-U

110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
U9-M

*<.**>' -

*}b
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The young people cf the Knox
County Christian Endeavor Union
will meet at the First Baptist Church.
Rockland, Monday, Feb. 5, for their
annual rally.
Registration at 4.45 followed by a
Conference (Hour at 5 o’clock with
Rev. C. Vaughn Overman, pastor of
the Rockport Baptist Church, and
State C. E.'President In charge. At
5.45 business session with election of
officers. Supper for Endeavorers at
6.16.

The Radio Ensemble of the New
England Fellowship, under thc di
rection of J. Elwin Wright, will
have charge of the evening service

at 7.30. Those in the party besides
Mr. Wright are: Miss Don2ella Kline,
soprano; Miss Betty Brlnkler. mezzosoprano, who also plays the vibraceleste; Miss Betty Morris, contral
to; Miss Verna Schrag, pianist or
organist; and Alfred Zahlout, tal
ented violinist from California.
While this rally is tinder auspices
of the Knox County Christian En
deavor Union, may it be understood
that anyone desiring to attend the
7.30 service is welcome. There is no
admission but a collection will be
taken. Endeavorers are asked not
to forget the live cents per capita
tax which is paid at registration.
Also the silver collection at supper.

Mrs. Earl Haskell is confined to
Carl Ward, son of Mrs. W R. Fos
ter, has reported to Marine Corps her home wltli a broken ankle.
headquarters at Paris Island, S ,C.
The Rockland Stamp Club has its
annual meeting Feb. 7, over H. H.
The city clerk's office has been
“all dolled up" and with Bob back Crie & Co.'s store.

WALDO THEATRE

In

»

•A

Ice bound Mirror Lake has 9 feet, In his familiar seat tlie city is safe
8 inches of water over the intake, again.
which is a good average at thte sea
son of the j’ear. despite decreased
There will be election of a Post
precipitation.
junior vice commander of Huntley
Hill Feb. 5. All members are asked
The Rcckland Garden Chib is to be at the new hall. 37 Water
sponsoring a showing of colored pic street.
tures "A Visit to Two Fairs," by Wil
bur F. Senter, to take place Friday,
Several Rockland men will be
Feb. 9 at the Universalist vestry guests tonight at the annual meeting
A silver collection will be taken
of the Methodist Brotherhood in
Union. Bradford C. Rcdonnet of
The Yacht Capitana of thc Har Wiscasset is said to be guest speaker.
vard Columbus Expedition reached
Kingston, Jamaica Friday, ending
The Educational Club closed 1939
the cruise there. The boat is to re season with 22 life members. Dur
main in the West Indies under ing the interim the club president
charter, and tlie expedition mem has added four more—Mrs. Annie
bers, including Kenneth R Spear Perry Winslow, formerly of Camden,
and son Richard, are leaving now of Saco; Mrs. Lillian McRar
Jamaica by liner for the return trip Mrs. Evelyn Hix of Peoria. Hl.; Mrs.
home. Mr. Spear writes of enjoying W O. Fuller and Lillian L. Bicknell,
great fishing at Port of San Bias, Peb. 16 Ls thc next meeting.
Panama, the catch including Span
ish mackerel, tarpon and barracuda.
The Christian Endeavor Society
It had been exceptionally hot both of the First Baptist Church in a
da)’ and night since reaching this recent contest with Westbrook and
side.
Portland, won by a good percent
age. Keen interest was shown dur
ing thte contest and with the local
society increasing their attendance
115 percent, many new members
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY joined the society while still others
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
are on probation period. The Rock
SHOW TIMES Matinees:
land Endeavorers always have been
Saturday 2.30. Sunday 1.00. Eyery
eveninc at 8 00.
on the map and challenge any
j oung person without a church
TUES.-WED., JAN, 30-31
j home to meet with them each Sun
day evening »t 6.15 and enjoy thc
JOHN WAYNE,
fellowship that's found there.
CLAIRE TREVOR

Stores
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Every-Other-Day

Oak street, the Rockport highway
which runs along the crest of Pine
Hill, near the junction with Powder
House hill, is being vastly Improved
at that particular location through
the widening of the read. It has
meant thc blasting of much rock,
but will be worth it.
The white pines planted by the
Camden & Rockland Water Com
pany 15 years ago, as a screen be
tween the highway and the Juniper
Hill rservolr are thriving in a most
gratifying manner with a few excep
tions, seme now being 15 feet in
height. There are about 600 of the
trees, and persons who pass that
locality will agree that they are an
improvement to the neighborhood.

The United States Maritime Com
mission's second nationwide- exami
nation for appointment as c xlets in
the Merchant Marine of the Unitedw
States was held yesterday. Approxi
mately 450 designated candidates
took the examination which was
given through the facilities of tlie
U. 8. Civil Servivce Commission.
After the grading of examination
papers, an eligible list will bex set
up by the Maritime Commission
about March 15. Tlie closing date
for receipt cf tl. ■ applications was
last Dec 21,

CARD OF THANKS
To those who furnished cars for the i
funeral of Edward L. Hewett; to those1
, who expressed their sympathy with
floral messages and ln other ways; and
to the members of the South Thomas
ton and Rockland Masonic lodges we
wish to offer our heartfelt thanks.
Mrs. Ada Hewett. Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Butler. Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Heath.
Ml and Mr; Roscoe I Hewett flat
ence Butler.
♦

Final Clearance
of

enjoyed skating, tobogganing and
various other sports. Box lunch was
J partaken of at noon, and hot choco
late prepared by the Camden scout
Early Promise Is Given For committee was served. Those pres
Interesting Contests In ent from Rockland were: Mary and
Patricia Perry, Viola and Janet
the June Primaries
Smith, Betty and Ruth Payson. Bev
In Lincoln County, there are plen erly Glendenning, Charlotte Cowan,
ty of indications that tlie June pri Barbara Koster. Mary Ross, Irene
Anderson, Diane Cameron, Corinne
maries are going to be highly inter
Smith, Priscilla Clark, Vlttrice
esting. A new candidate for State Hayes, Aimee Karl. Ruth McMahon,
Senator will be named by the Re Betty O'Brien, Faith Long, Bar
publicans this year, and two aspir bara Boardman. Eleanor Weed, Joan
ants have already put ln appear Horne and Dorothy Trask. The
ance—Alden C. Sttlphen of Dresden, scouts are very grateful to the driv
ers of the cars and to William Glen
and Clifford H. Buck of Southport.
denning. Harold Karl, Horatio Cow
The sheriff's office is generally a
an and Mrs. Harry Ross for fur
bone of contention, and so it will be
nishing transportation. Mrs. Ross
this year, for Ralph W. MiUer, after
assisted Mrs. Trask as chaperone.
serving one term, finds that his right
I
-----------------to the nomination will be contested
I Beano party at G.AIt. hall Thurs-!
by Clifton J. Hanna of Bristol and
day afternoon at 2.15, auspices EdMelvUle G. Bradbury of Boothbay,
I
with a prospect that there may be win Libby Relief Corps.—adv.
others. Another contest looms in
connection with the clerk of courts
nomination. The office is now held
by Clarence A. Richards of Dam
ariscotta, who through long service
has become one of the best-known
officials in Lincoln County. In pre
$1.50 a Week $5 a Month
vious contests he has generally been
a winner by a large margin. Mr.
Rockland
Richards seeks renomination and is
Typewriter Company
opposed by Leslie A. Blake and
SIDNEY I. SEGAL
Ralph P. Boyd, both of Boothbay
Harbor
71 PARK ST..
TEL. 297-W
2T&TM4
County officials who have no op
position at the present time are
John W Brackett of Boothbay Har
bor, judge of probate, and Alfred
B. Chaput, of Nobleboro, county
commissioner. Neota Fowles Grady
of Whitefield, a candidate for re
nomination as Representative to the
Legislature, ls opposed by Daniel
Carleton of Aina and Clarence A
Race of Boothbay, who would like to
be returned to the House, is opposed
by Jason C. Thompson cf Southport.
In the remaining legislative district
the race is open and there are three
candidates—Harry D Mosher of
Wiscasset and Spencer A. Gay and
Dorothy E. Roberts of Damariscotta.
Lincoln County is preponderantly
Republican, and thus far no Indica
tions have been given as to who will
seek the Democratic nominations.
New candidates who have ap
peared in Hancock County, in addi
tion lo those already named in this
paper, ihclude County Atty. Norman
Shaw of Bar Harbor, a candidate to
succeed himself; Harry E. Rowe cf
Ellsworth, candidate for register of
probate and Henry B Webb of Sargcntville, candidate for state Rep
resentative.—Rockland correspond
ence in the Boston Sunday Globe.

Ready-to Wear
Fur Trimmed Coats
$12.50 to $29.50
Values to $39.50

Untrimmed Coats

In Lincoln County

$7.95 - $10.00 - $12.50
Values to $22.50

Children’s Coats
$3.98 & $5.00
Values to $9.50

Dresses
$2.98 & $5.00
Values to $9.75

House Coats
$1.00 & $1.98
Values to «A8

Boys’ Overcoats
$5.00

ADDING MACHINE

RENTALS

When you step up to the box office
window tonight ar.d buy a ticket for
the President's Birthday Bail (pro
viding you haven't already done so)
you will help swell the fund which
is being raised by the infantile
BORN
paralysis
campaign. Dancing from
MUIer—At Waldoboro, Jan 27. to Mr.
and Mrs. Austin Miller, a son
9 to 1, with music by Hal's Ten
Rhythmaires at Community Build
MARRIED
ing. The door prize is to be
Mank-Kennedy—At Bockland. Jan
27. Allred Frank Mank. and Virginia half a ton of coal. Maybe your bin
Elizabeth Kennedy, both of Jeflerson —
doesn't need it, but most bins do.
In their search for worms, chick
By E R Keene. J P
Winslow-Johnson—At Rockland. Jan Twenty games cf beano fcr 25 cents, ens owned by (Bob Rick of Great
27. Alvin Maynard Winslow, and Arline
Marte Johnson, both of Rockland —By with the finest prizes ever offered Bend, Kan , scratched uptwo cans of
E R Keene. J. P
in Rockland—generously contributed gold which contained $5220.
by 30 Rockland merchants.
DIED
Electric Cooking School in the
Creamer
At Waldoboro, Jan 29.
Thc investment firm cf Lincoln new all-electric kitchen on the stage
Mary E wife of Robert Creamer, aged
69 years. 4 months 12 days Funeral E. McRae ls comfortably located in
at Temple hall. Rockland, will
Thursday at 2 o'clock from Flanders
funeral
residence.
Interment
In its fine new nome at 44f> Main street be held this week, Thursday, Feb.
Come:y cemetery
Hill At Winchester. Mass . Jan. 26. in Glover Block, thc quarters for 1 at 2 p. m. Miss Ruth Cluff. home
Hattie widow of Clarence Hall, for merly occupied by the Central
economics director, will be in
merly of Rockland.
4m*s—At Rockland, Jan 29. Cora, Maine Power Co. offices. Mr. Mc charge. Everybody cordially invited.
w-ldow of Charles Ames, aged 82 years.
10 months. 21 days. Services at 45 Ma Rae has for the past six years oc | plenty of room, big, comfortable
sonic street. Thursday at 2 p nt. pri cupied thc second floor of the Mcchairs. All food given away. Most
vate. Interment ln Achorn cemetery
Rarkllff -At Ash Point. Jan. 27. Elmer Lccn building, Limerock street, but attractive door prize will be given
E Rackliff. aged 77 years. 7 months. 26
days. Services
10&13 at his late heme. Water rapidly increasing volume of busi away at Feb. 1 meeting, those at
man's Beach Wednesday at 2 p tn In ness made more space imperative.
tending any or all of the meetings
terment ln Scuth Thomaston
Graves—At Rockland. Jan. 28. Mar Thc spacious quarters give ample being eligible to receive it.—adv.
garet E Graves, aged 85 years 10
months, 23 days. Services at thc Russell room far the staff with a commodi
7-T-13
funeral home Wednesday at 2 p m. ous public room and a large private
Interment ln Sea View cemetery.
Burns-At Rockland, Jan 27. Geneva office fcr Mr, McRae at the rear.
H wife of William S. Burns, aged 78
Home Hygiene Course
years. 10 months. 1 day Funeral today , Generous storage place for supplies
at 2 o'clock from Burpee funeral home. and equipment is available, and thc Anyone wishing to become a member
Voting At Vinalhaven. Jan 25, Jarre,
of the Rorkland Branch Red Cross
M Young, aged 88 years. » months, whole is admirably suited to Mr.
i Class in Home Hygiene and Care of
11 days.
McRae's purposes. The color scheme thc Sick should enroll at the Red
is cream with natural oak finish Cross room, Tuesday, Feb, 6, at 2 p.m.
JN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Baby Pauline. and linoleum floor covering In deep
Wc thlrfk cl her In silence
red tone. Thc moving operations
No eye may see us weep;
were carried on as far as the heavier
But many : llcnt tears are shed
When others arc esleep
pieces were concerned under direc
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard McFarland.
tion of Fred M. Blackington.
New Harbor.

CARD OF THANKS
John Walneo wishes to express hls
thanks to all those who aided him dur
ing hls wife's Illness, and at the time j
of her death; to those who offered cars, j
and to the many friends who sent |
floral tributes.
West Rockport.
•

Senter Crane CompaHj

Boys’ Suits
$5.95 - $8.50 - $10.50

SENT TO YOU ON

10 DAYS FREE TRIAL
AMAZING!

THE

HOME LAUNDRY
SOAKS! WASHES! RINSES 3 TIMES!

DAMP-DRIES CLOTHESI
And all you do is flip a switch . . . THATS ALL! Believe it
or not—your hands never touch water when you do j'our
washing in an automatic BENDIX!

GREAT OFFER FOR LIMITED TIME!
YES! We'll deliver a

HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES
DOOR PRIZE

I

97Ttf

brand-new automatic BENDIX fo

your home for a 10-Day Free Trial ... at no obligation to
you! See for yourself how the amazing BENDIX ends all
washday drudgery.

SEEING IS BELIEVING I
Imagine.' You ju«t put dry, soiled clothes in tht

BENDIX. thut tht door and flip a twitch ... and

that's all! You taka tham out washed, damp-dried,
ready for the line!

Your HANDS! Your YOUTH! Your HEALTH!
Your CLOTHES! You eave them all with BEN
DIX. Take advantage of thia apecial 10-Day Free

Beautiful Of tune

Trial offer today.

YOUR HEALTH

FIRST
So many ailments such M
12-14

rheumatism, arthritis, sinua

GONE!

GONE!

GONE!

No more bending, lifting
clothes from hot, soapy
waters with rough, red
hands when you uie an
automatic BENDIX.

No more scrubbing of
greasy, grimy tubs after
the wash is done. The won
der BENDIX cleans itself.

No more aching misery,
torture, and needless fa
tigue on washdays. Mere
ly flip a switch . . . BEN
DIX works while you rest.

aches and pains are aggra
vated by ordinary washing
methods that you owe

it

to yourself to accept our
specie! 10-Day Free Trial
Offer At Once!

FREE COUPON I MAIL OR PHONE AT ONCE

AT

Music By

AUTOMATIC!

BENDIX

DANCING
Every Wed.

GLEN
COVE

SENSATIONAL!

Ambulance Service
•

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.
98-tf

CENTRAMMAINE
POWEftXOMPAMY

Pleas, tend ni. Illustrated booklet end full particulars on fhe
eutoniatic BENDIX. □ I here both hot and cold rsmtuna
water.

--

Name.
Address.
Clty__

o.. • A -

Every-OtKer-Day
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j Ralph. These offlcers were elected:
President. Mrs. Thelma Benner, secJ retary, Mrs. Dorothy Winchenbach,
ftftftft
I treasurer, Mrs. Oertrude Ralph.
Uncle Sam Tells You How
7 8 9
2
4
5
5
ALENA L STARRE7TT
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MRS. LOUISE MT1JJSB
The Susannah Wesley Society will
and When To Make
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! meet Thursday afternoon with Mrs.
,
Correspondent
IO
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il
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Out Your Returns
J Belle Poland.
o
Tel.
«
Mrs.
Stanley
Poland
was
guest
Tel. 27
Ib
17
15
Income Tax In A Nutshell
14
Thursday of Mrs. Harold Parsons in
Who’ Every single person or married
Miss Harriet Grover of West person not Uvlng with husband or
I Edward Maxey son of Mr. and Newcastle
19
• • • •
18
Rockport is visiting Mrs Robert wife who had net Income of *1.000 or |
Mrs. Herbert Maxey is a surgical
more or gross Income of *5.000 or more,
IBYA
Miss Isabel F. Winslow
W
! patient at Knox Hospital.
and generally, husband and wife liv
Russell.
21
23
2.0 2.1
ing together who had an aggregate net
24
Miss
Isabel
F.
Winslow.
79.
died
WNU
SERVICE
••Friends
of
the
Four-Winds"
met
COPYRIGHT
Income of *2.500 or more or an aggre
Mrs. John H Miller and Mrs. Ella
gross Income of *5 000 or more,
“Her "heart was not strong," he Marsban are jn Boston where Mrs. Thursday at the home of her niece. Friday at the home of Mrs. E. M gate
must file returns If ln doubt, obtain
CHAPTER VII. Continued
28
2b W
25
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Mrs. Blanche Lovett. She was a Cunningham, with Mrs. Edwin Nash form
said at last reflectively. No one
.._
and printed Instructions from
.
.
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?
,
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,
Marshall
is
attending
the
Hairdresscollector
of Internal revenue
When he came out to them again, commented on this; and in the end
native of Nobleboro. Besides Mrs. assisting hostess.
Present
were
When? The Mine period begins Jan
er's Convention.
3d
Clint asked quickly: “Did you call he nodded, surrendering.
Lovett she is survived by one sister, Mrs Frank D Rowe. Mrs. Fred 1 and ends March 15. 1940
B
Doctor Derrie?”
Wliere? Collector of Internal revenue (
Mrs. C. B. Stahl entertained at Mrs. Alda Genthner; one brother,
“I had overlooked that point,” he
Mathews.
Mrs
Albert
Peabody,
Mrs.
for the district in which the person
“I called Doc Gero,” Tope ex confessed. “Yes, gentlemen, it must j bridge Friday night Mrs. Willis
33
34
31
31
L J. Winslow of Nobleboro: another P D. Starrett, Mrs. Phillip Sim- lives or has hls principal place of
plained. This was the Medical Ex be true! '
business
| Crowell. Mrs. Bessie S. Kuhn. Mrs.
How?
See
instructions
accompanying
Mrs. Ruth French and one mons xtrs. Cornelius Overlock. A
aminer with whom the old man had morY^T^fouf'tX*?^' IteaW WllU*™ Labe. Mrs_ Lawrence Wes-, niece,
hew Roy Oenthner of NobleForms 1040A and 1040
3&
35
37
3b
worked for so many years. “Doc
dellcicus lunch was served. The
What? Four percent normal tax on
i ton. Miss Marcia Blaney. Mrs Artor Gero thinks that it would need asked.
the
amount
of
net
Income
tn
excess
w
Club wiU meet Friday with Mrs of the personal exemption, credit for
eight or ten tablets, maybe more,
40
41
41
"Unquestionably,” Doctor Cabler thur Brown and Mrs. B. G. Miller.
dependents, earned-lncome credit, and
Funeral services were held Sunday Cornelius Overlock.
to have killed Mrs. Leaford so soon. agreed. "To die so quickly."
Interest on obligations of the United
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Stanley
Lenfest
and
f
rom
the
Waltz
funeral
parlors.
Rev.
]
The
senior
class
wUl
conduct
a
W
States and obligations of instrumentali
He said if one was a dose, and three
nn rinvlri
.,1 officiating.
f’V'.otiTw interment
Mb
Inspector Heale said seriously: son
David returned Mondav
Monday from o o Barnard
Interment 'cooked food -.1sale Friday at 3 o'clock ties of the United States Surtax on
M3 44
45
made her pretty sick, four or five
surtax net Income ln excess of *4.000
w
was in the Winslow cemetery at in the vacant store next to the
might put her into a coma so that “You understand. Doctor Cabler, a vislt in Presque Isle
Income Tax Don'ts
Parent.Tea<.'her s Association
0 4&
49
47
she would die in twenty-four hours this gives her death the look of murNobleboro.
Clover Farm Store.
Don't prepare your return without
der.
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the
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accom
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at
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at
the
The Woman's Club will observe panying the form
Doctor Cabler nodded slowly. "It
heart.
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50
Brick School building ’’"he pro
51
Don’t procrastinate Early asembtlng
Parent-Teacher night Thursday.
TENANT'S HARBOR
"But to be dead in three hours, seems incredible,” he declared.
of data permits a careful consideration
“And yet—there is something terri gram will be ln charge ot Mr. and
Each
teacher
will
give
a
five-minute
of
all
tax
problems
that would need eight or ten tab
ble in those houses up there. Mrs. Mrs. Richard Gerry, members of the
Don't destroy the memoranda from
W C. T. U meets Thursday at talk, this to be supplemented by
lets, and maybe more.”
which your return was prepared
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
Bowdon rules them all. She has
Don’t fall to fill In ail l'ein., and
His tone had the finality of doom. something massive in her, some Girl Scout and Boy Scout Troops 2 30 at the home ct Mrs. Newel! a vocal duet by Herbert DeVeber,
40-Part of a carpenter's 15-Made a mistake
1-Seriea of short,
schedules required by the return
participating. Hostesses are Mrs. Smith.
“And there weren't that many tab thing like a crushing weight
17-Crimson
and Edgar Comee. and piano selec
joint
sharp turns
Don t omit explanation when such
19-Oriental armed
lets left in the bottlel” he con
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company of traders
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cluded.
Georges River which is frozen across Other highlights will be a talk by I pense and annoyance to ooth you and 10- Crude metal
and Mrs. Lillian Boggs.
spector
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asked;
and
Doctor
Ca

21-Capital of Western
43- Before this time
11- Smallest
Miss Moss said in a low tone:
Mrs Katherine Mack is caring to Cushing—an unusual occurrence. 'gupt Frank D. Rowe, and the pa- rhP Government. * * *
bler
said
guardedly:
Australia
45-Railroad attendant
IS-QIrl's name
“I was afraid so. Then it was mur
Funeral services were held Sun- 1 per . Hobbies by Mrs Archie Nick24-Pertaining to a tea
47- Equality of value
“He surrendered years ago. He for Mrs. Annie Grant who has been
14-Moet recent
der. What will you do?”
When To Report Income From
force
48- Cut
'6-Severed
day for William Monaghan from hls erson teacher in the Union grades
Tope shook his head. “Why,” he is not at all well. His heart plays ill
49- Largeat city in the 26- Length measure
18- Croas (abbr.)
Mrs. Evelyn Spear was hostess residence. Rev Newell Smith offl- . round table of questions will be
Salaries, Wages. Etc.
said, “I guess we'll have to go ugly tricks, and his blood-pressure
27- Full of moisture
world (abbr.)
19- Sign denoting
hack.” He chuckled in a dry mirth. is very high. He has not long to Friday night to the Mending Club dating Among those from out of heard Hostesses will be Mrs. Julia
30- Put off
Of the millions of income-tax re
50- Sip
omission
live.
”
And
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"I
have
some

“It looks like I'd have to annoy
51- To put emphasis on 31- Receive
Prof. Allen Benner ls speucur.? n town who attended were Mr and Watts Mrs Alice MacDougall, Mrs turns that are filed annually, the 20- A boom
times
thought
it
was
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imminent
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young Doc Derrie again.”
Mrs Russell Monaghan of Lewiston. Florence Davis, Mrs. Augusta Moon, vast majority are from salaried per 22- Cure hides
few days in Boston.
death which oppressed them all."
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Miss
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of
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Mrs. Rozetta Creamer has re
The Inspector nodded. “I don't
and Mrs. Marlon French.
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quarters, Heale was there.
passed the weekend with her par
37- lnventor of sewing
1- Engirdles
An Interesting observance of the come Is derived from personal serv
pitcher
“Now what is it. Tope?” he asked want to come right out and say turned to Pemaquid after spending
machine
‘murder,’ Doctor Dabler," he ex a few weeks at the home of Mrs. ents. Mr and Mrs Elmer Smith.
2- Anger
2S-Prsfix. Bad
Thomas Wildey Birthday was held ices.
patiently.
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3- A flashy, useless
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Wall
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at
W
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Lodge,
I
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29-Gava
In general, compensation for per-1
Tope hesitated; he said then: around inside the house. Mrs. Tope Annie Grant.
41-To perceive by
ornament
Mrs. Joseph DiNapoIl. Mrs. Flores brother. Ralph Averill of Port Clyde. with Mystic Rebekah Lodge invited 1 sonai services should be reported 31-Greek goddess of
••Miss Leaford gave her mother two here suggested that they would all
smell
4- ln addition
maliciout mischief
42- Harbor
tablets. There were two more left, go to the funeral. If they do, the Wellman. Mrs. A D. Gray and Mrs.
5- Obtain
to participate, and several other for taxation purposes in the year
33-Web-like membrane 6- Extend over
Eastern Star Installation
44- Royal Academy of
in the bottle in the bathroom cabi house would be empty then.”
Ralph Pollard accompanied by Mrs.
guests including the district deputy lt is received or unqualifiedly made 35-Small boy
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7- Base
Officers of Naomi Chapter. O E S. |
net And Doctor Derrie figures the
R. Bliss Fuller of Union, The speak- subject to demand. Compensation 37- Owna
Adam Rodamer of Friendship at45- Foot-like organ
8- Before
dead woman got up and took those
Suddenly, then. Tope asked:
tended the meeting Monday of the wre installed Friday
er was Rev William S Stackhouse.
9- Pertaining to a ray 46- Greek goddess of
credited to the account of or set 38- Steel abrading
two. That’s right isn't it?”
“Doctor, can this drug be bought Knox. Lincoln and Sagadahoc insta'lni» ofhc”
re^a
pastor of the Baptist Church. The!apart for a taxpayer, without any
the dawn
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instrument
• Heale nodded. “Yes," he said.
by anyone, without prescription?"
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opening
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closing
prayers
were
by
.
substantial
limitation
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restriction.
“Now then,” Tope explained, "two
“From a friendly pharmacist, perdon. who was assisted by the retir~
and two make four. If Doctor Der I haps. By some subterfuge.”
in Rockland.
Rev L. Clark French, pastor of the ard which may be drawn upon by at the close of the taxable year may
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Bragd
1
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rie's right she took four tablets.
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And two or three hours later she
“Four or flve years. I supplied it
Madeline Baum as marshal. numbers included tenor solos by (or the year during which so credit-1 though one has no gross income) or
was dead.”
1 to her myself. She did not even Club.
‘JT 'a matron Harriet Rawley as Ro«erTea«ue; soprano solos by Mrs pd or
apart, although not then make separate returns of the in“Sure,” Heale repeated.
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ana past matron namci ixj
rv.ric evvo-Wv-irzi.w,.
I
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.
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Dons Overlook, vocal duet by Miss actuaiiy reduced to possession. If icome of Pach. u separate returns'
Tope leaned back in his chair. i pj'ain hJttles. without a label so
The Top Notch Sewing Club met
flled one may not report income
“Then here s the _rest of_ it, he ,hat she wou]d not know what it , Thursday night with Mrs. Gertrude
Rearing feature of tlie induc Verna Robinson and Avard Robin- theservices were rendered during !
said. “You know Doctor Gero, the J was. This was for her own protecson. playing their acccompaniment the year 1938. or even prior thereto. which
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They were all watching him I winifred Milne was the formation
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| through me."
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,
carnations
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If a Joint
"Well, Doctor Gero says it would
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, . .
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ject to demand, by the taxpayer un- !return ls filpd.
aggregate income
take at least six. and more likely ! her,” Tope suggested steadily. ordinary
overdose wouldn't kill her through which she was led to the
eight or ten tablets to kill this wom "that person might have stolen tab- so quickly. I've handled criminal ' East while Mrs. Mabel Wilson sang
til the year 1939. the entire amount disciosed is subJect to both the norITANGERijNI
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reporting „et income
“I heard there $vas a man in the
side him.
either husband or wife is a non- entitled to the personal exemption
urged Mrs. Leaford to keep a count woods back of the house this morn Worthy patron. William Imlach, the program, arranged by Mrs
"Get me Doctor Cabler,” he di of the tablets she took; but she
associate matron. Mrs. Mabelle Willis Vinal. was the biography of .The names . of . all employes to resident alien.
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Tope nodded. "The bottle’s miss j Doctor?”
Davis; marshal. Mrs. Madeline singing of the Foster songs
* ”**** °" °r bef°re F*b,
lturn then by 60111 sP°uses
ing the year.
Doctor Cabler shook his head. asked:
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Safety
Division will be speaker Wed States Senate, are subject to income for heads of families, a taxpayer: “n Anthony has been substituting
bered nearly 200. A short program
Have you been in the house, he said. “Why?”
1
“
That
fellow
knows
something.
ls entitled to a credit of $400 for each durin8 !wr absence
nesday
at the Men s Forum, and tax.
And before Inspector Heale could
searched the bedroom?”
Maybe I ought to hold on to him, followed which was thoroughly en will show several reels of moving
Who Must File Return
dependent, defined by income-tax
Mrs. Electa Hopkins entertained
,
v
„„
i
speak,
he
added
in
a
grim
drawl:
...............................
joyed and which included: Vocal
Heale shook his head.
No ex- | ,.P q saye lyjng j mjght say that j make him taUc.
pictures.
Baptist Sewing Circle WednesReturns are required of every in law and regulations as a person uncuse to do that,” he protested. “So can guess you think Kitty Leaford’s
solo,
James
Cant,
Jr.;
reading,
Bul ^ope sbook bls bea<?' "
Lawrence Dolham, accompanied dividual who is single or who is der 18 years of age or incapable of day- the members helping to celefar as we knew officially, it was death was murder, so you can be- set out to arrest a'>y?ne r,Sht now. Q’.adys Davis; piano duet, Erdine
an accident I don't want to antag gin your explanations there.”
of Mrs. Mary
| he pointed out, “you’d have to start and Arr.old Hocking; instrumental by Mrs. Hulda Kivinen and Imo married but not living with husband self-support because mentally or ' brate th« 85:11
onize those people unnecessarily,
The term E Wood' fo™crly of Augusta. She
“Well, there are certain circum- ! wilb
Leaford.
selection, Rev. and Mrs. Smith; reci- Sullin motored Saturday to Gardi or wife who for the year had a physically defective.
Tope. You can see that”
stances-” Heale began. "Someone ..^Xt be anoTerVossib.l.ty. “tion. Beverly Marriott; piano solo, ner to v»Jt Mrs. Kivinen's son, Al gross income of $5.0CO or more or a "mentally or physically defective",1,08 resided with Mrs. Hopkins for
“I'd like to look around in there,” was in Mrs. Leaford’s room after
years and Is in good
I wonder if Mrs. Leaford’s husband Maxine Pratt; instrumental selec- bert Sullin. a patient at the hospital net income of $1,000 or more, and means not only cripples and those i1116 past
Tope confessed. “Unofficially. With she went to sleep."
mentally
defective
but
persons
in
health
except
for lameness which
who
had
been
transferred
from
of
every
individual
who
is
married
is still alive? And how he felt to- ! tiens, Charles W. Allen and Barbara
out their knowing."
»
"How do you know?”
confines her to her chair She keenAllen; vocal duet, Mr. anrd Mrs Oreenville. where he had been hos and living with husband or wife, if ill health and the aged.
Inspector Heale grinned. “Not
ward her?”
“Because Miss Leaford put a cer
in order to be entitled to the $400 ly enJ<,ys ,lle radi0 A Ur8e birthpitalized following a fractured leg. no joint return is made and if (1)
much chance,” he said.
The two men stared at her with Gilbert Auld.
tain bottle in the medicine cabi- wide astonished eyes.
and tea W€:* s*rved Those
Capt. and Mrs. Clyson Coffin The three were dinner guests in such individual has a net income of credit, the taxpayer must furnish day
Miss Moss spoke for the first time. net in bcr mother’s bathroom, and
"U'b«n
is gone,”
Coopers’ Mills, of Alden Clifford, $2,500 or more or a gross income of the dependent his or her chief sup- Prescnt were Mrs Rodney Simmons,
"When i>
is thg funeral?” she in-1
were
presented
and
the
Captain
was
(To Be Continued)
quired.
induced to tell the gathering some father of Mrs. Dolham. They also $5,000 or more and the other spouse port. The credit is based upon ac- Mrs' Maud SM>ne' Mrs Alldrew
Asa Taine smiled without mirth.
“It might be managed then,” In- an(J drew {rQm hjs pocRet a smalj
thing of hls trawler, the St. George, called at the home of Mr. and Mrs. has no gross income, or (2) such tual financial dependency and not Breen And dau«htw Nancy. Mrs.
spector Heale agreed. "If they all square bottle. "Here it is!” he said.
which was launched in Rockland re Ralph Swett at West Washington. individual and his spouse each has mere legal dependency. For example John HoUnes and dad«h“r Alin'
go. Of course, they’ll lock the house.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rowe of Ells a gross income, regardless of the a father whose children receive half Mrs C81*10’’1'1'1 Smltj1' Mrs ^'atl
There was a moment’s Incredu
cently. A vote of thanks was given
They have no servants. We'll have
to get someone to arrange it si lous hush; then Inspector Heale
Capt. Coffin for his courtesy in worth were guests Sunday of Mr. amount of net incom^, and the ag or more of their support from a, Davis and Miss Jean Anthon),
asked sharply: “How do you know BACKACHE-SORENESS-STIFFNESS naming the vessel for his home town and Mrs. Frank D. Rowe.
we can get in.”
Robert Burke of Malden. Mass.,
gregate net Income of the two is trust fund or other separate source
*
"Miss Leaford will do that," Clint this is it?”
Ls guest of hts grandmother. Mrs.
Mrs. John Williams returned to $2,500 or more, or (3) such individ is not entitled to the credit. «
and
in
causing
it
to
be
registered
“Fve seen it often enough,” Asa
proposed.
Neither relationship nor residence Elect* Hopkins.
lrom Tenant's Harbor. Hope also Union, Sunday, after spending a ual and hls spouse each has a gross
“I'd rather try Asa Taine,” In declared.
was expressed that the St. George few weeks at (North Warren In the income and the aggregate gross in is a factor in the allowance of the J Mrs. Fred Simmons has returned
“Where? When?”
spector Heale decided. “He might
If first good rubbings with soothing,
“Kitty liked to play ‘grande warming Musterole don’t bring you may have many prosperous voyages. care of the late Mrs. Harriet J. Mac- come is $5,000 or more. Widowers, $400 credit for a dependent. The from Arizona where she spent a
be reasonable. I know him better
relief (rom those torturing mus
Farland.
than I know any of the others.” He dame'," Asa explained. “She used glorious
widows, divorcees, and married per taxpayer and the dependent may be! few weeks.
receptions jin bed.
She’d cular aches and pains—due to cold—by
lifted the telephone. ‘‘I'll send one to hold
Mrs. Isa Teague and Maurice sons separated by mutual consent residents of different cities. If hus
Electric Cooking School in the
• u j u ,<
_ ___ I all means see your doctor. But Musterole
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Simmons and
D0E§ the WORK—
of the boys to ask him to come stay in bed half the day, sometimes.,
new all-electric kitchen on the stage Watts were callers Sunday on rela are classed as single persons. The band and wife both contribute to daughter visited recently in Massa
Rab and I liked her; and we used to
Musterole gives quick relief because
down,” he said.
at Temple hall. Rockland, will tives, including Mr. and Mrs. Foster personal exemptions are $1,000 for the support of a dependent, the $400 chusetts and Rhode Island.
and visit with her there. June, it's MORE than “just a salve.” It's a
He had no more than finished giv go upo„
n«i™, Bowdon did, M/[
single persons and $2,500 for mar credit may be taken by the one con
be held this week, Thursday, Feb. Mank in North Waldoboro.
Rev. James Pratt of Windham
ing these instructions when Doctor
ried persons living together and for tributing the chief support, and conducted services Sunday at the
Where did you flnd it? Heale , of
skin to help ease local.congest ion
1 at 2 p. m. Miss Ruth Cluff, home
Cabler arrived. The physician was
and pain. Used by millions for over 30
i a small man, grizzled, a little bent, demanded. "This bottle.
economics director, will be ln
Electric Cooking School in the heads of families.
may not be divided between them. Advent Christian Church.
3 strengths: Regular, Children's
“In the cellar," said Asa. “Under years!
|his shoulders surprisingly heavy,
Husband and wife living together
(mild) and Extra Strong, 40(.
charge. Everybody cordially invited, new all-electric kitchen on the stage
A single person who supports in
Whitney Thompson is in Boston
I with a steady, severe eye. After the the laundry-chute.”
plenty of room, big, comfortable at Temple hall, Rockland, will
his home an aged mother is entitled where he will join the Sportsmen
“
How
’
d
you
happen
to
look
down
Introductions, Inspector Heale put
chairs. All food given away. Most be held this week, Thursday, Feb. chairs. All food given away. Most not only to the $400 credit for a de Show for a few weeks.
there?”
the case to him.
attractive door prize will be given 1 at 2 p. m. Miss Ruth Cluff. home attractive door prize will be given pendent but also to the personal
"Second sight, maybe,” Asa sug
Mrs. Catherine Smith of Rock
Tope, watching the Doctor, thought
away at Feb. 1 meeting, those at economics director, will be in away at Peb. 1 meeting, those at exemption of $2,500 as the head of land is guest of Mrs. William Pease.
his lips stiffened and grew pale as gested. “Viewing the scene of the
he listened; and after Inspector crime!”
tending any or all of the meetings charge. Everybody cordially Invited, tending any or all of the meetings a family. A widower supporting un
Miss Celia Chadwick entertained
"What made you think it was a
Heale had finished, the physician
der similar circumstances a depen- the Willing Workers last Tuesday.
plenty ol room, big, comfortable being eligible to receive It,—adv.
crime?” Inspector Heale snapped.^ Better Then A Mustard Plaster! being eligible to receive it.—adv.
was silent for a while. __________
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STONINGTON
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Mr. ahd Mrs. Robert Walters
have moved to the rent above
: Herb's Lunch Room.
MRS. OSCAR C LANE
Correspondent
Mrs. Gladys Gross who was em
ployed at the home of Mrs. Willard
Union Church Circle will meet | Robbins, has returned home.

DOES GET COLD IN MIAMI

A MAID CALLED MILLS

THE LYRIC MUSE

Page Five

Whom You Will Take To Your Heart When She Talks
About Household Matters

And Folks Who Never Sawed Before You Now
See At the Saw

CR1EHAVEN
Cold, blowy weather has caused
! a shortage of working days for lobI ster fishermen. Extreme northwest
winds made it necessary for the mail
, boat to land the mail on the East
side of the island recently, In a
I small boat.
Nick Anderson and Rex Anderson

BROADCAST BT MARJORIE MILLS
Thursday and serve supper at 5.30.
Prances Tracy ls employed by
(Monday. Wednesday, Thursday and Friday at 1.30 p. m. over Stations
WNAC. Boston; WTAO. Worcester; WCSH. Portland; WTIC, Hartford;
Frederick Jones returned to Bel- Mrs. Harold Stinson.
Publication Limited to Brief
Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
in length, and one short, stubby
WICC. Bridgeport; WEAN, Providence; and WLBZ, Bangor).
fast Saturday, having been in town
Mrs. Lela Lufkin is in Boston for
Poems
stick We were warm and happy as1 where their father, John Anderson,
It does get cold in Miami!
of
Original
Composition
the past week.
a two weeks' visit.
By Subscribers
This afternoon our party of four we anticipated the cozy hours ahead. ls a patient at Knox Hospital.
The church and club committee lets on top and add four slices
The 4-H Girls' Club met Priday
Capt. Albert Shephard has been j
Just before reaching 1212 Mari
chairmen are asking for money j bacon cut into bits. Bake one hour agreed to leave the open fire for a
Rev. Neil Bousfield of fhe Seacoast
anna
avenue, we passed the flower
with its leader, Mrs. Theodore Nut obliged to tie up his freighting!
making ideas again and we've gath- at 350 degrees F. then add two tripto Homestead, to view thethouMission
held services in the school
ADF.LYN BUSHNELL'S TREE
house—a small house completely
ting. Supper was served by the schooner, Endeavor, because of ex- j
ered a few from kindly New Eng- more onions, chopped, and four sands of acres of truckcrops that
(VILLANELLE)
house recently. The Sunbeam did
covered with multi-colored tropical
cooking girls. The assistant leader, treme ice conditions.
(For The Courier-Oazette |
land neighbors who passed on carrots, chopped. Baste with one were in frost danger, And, too, we
not visit here this trip but is ex
flowers that didn't mind the cool
Mrs. Dewey Brown was also pres
Charles Turner and George ■ Yes a skeleton tree
needed
to
buy
more
fuel.
pected next month.
their
own
successful
plans
for
|
cup
white
wine
and
one
cup
G.
When It* leaves have all gone
1 Coombs of Isle au Haut were in
ent.
Near Homestead we drove along day. We. too, noticed in a neigh
Mrs. Samuel Tupper is able to sit
Is an etching to me.
raising money. We think the best Washington Broth, salt and pepper,
bor's
yard
what
had
been
<
yester
L. B. Dyer returned Satorday town Saturday,
For It stands there so free
up a short time each day.
idea yet is the Handicraft and Bake till onions and carrots are coral roads which parallel canals,
cutting the crop area in quarter- day’ a clothesline stretched between
With Its clothes on the lawn
from New York.
! Myrna Davis and Robert Slater
The newly married couple, Mr.
] Hobby Show several communities tender and meat is done. Serve |
Yes, a skeleton tree
mile
sections. Each quarter-mile, of two Australian pine trees now and Mrs. Ero Bloln returned last
W. Adelbert Smith has the honor were married Jan. 2 in Lowell, With It* black filigree
I have held successfully but we ll sauce with each serving of meat, i
course, has 80 acre6, ond, when the spanned two bark-covered posts. Tuesday from Rockland. A recep
In the glow ot the dawn
of being a member of the Portland Mass.
I have to tell the story of that plan
Delicious Jam
Is an etching to me
crops are good, each acre produces The owner had cut down the old
Vera
Donnelly
is
employed
at
Symphony Orchestra, as one of
j at more length. Today we’ll give Three oranges, 4 apples, peeled, 250 bushels (potatoes or tomatoes). < P‘ne ,rees! ,n u said about the tion was held Jan. 23 at the home
That trees cannot be
Noyes Pharmacy.
the 'cello players.
When their green shades are drawn I you two or three briefer sugges- 2 lemons, 1 No. 2 can crushed pine- A tender at one intersection told us street 0181 men have turned wood' of the bride's father, and many love
!.
r
Thc Friendship Club at Ocean- Yes. a skeleton tree
At the home of Mrs. Herbert
i tions.
apple, sugar
of the 50 acres of growing glads that choppers that nevcr cut a s,ick ln ly wedding gift* were received
Unpretentious to see.
1
1 11 ’
ville
met
recently
with
Fannie
Patrick, a farewell party was given
Like a long-antlered faun,
The members of a Long Island' Cut oranges, apples and lemons were to be shipped North, and of their lives>
8tum*« of varvl'3
Those attending were; Is an etching to me
Wednesday for Mrs. Elizabeth Hop- Hatch.
NORTH HAVEN
church destroyed by fire hit on an, in quarters and remove seeds. Put p]ans for a night watch over thc heights (1-4 feet) along fhe way were
kins, who leaves soon to enter the Stella Greenlaw, Rena Haskell, Na- As the faun fails to be
unusual plan. The 500 members of! through food grinder, add pine- crops. He also told us that 15 air- proofs of the hewing wood facts,
Marlon Howard has returned from
When It* ribbon* are on
Cambridge (Mass.) Hospital School talie Robinson, Vesta Webb. Iva Yes, a skeleton tree
the congregation were handed >1.00 apple. weigh and add an equal planes ordinarily used for dusting
And' as WF entered our driveway, Warren where she passed several
Ls an etching to me.
of Nursing. Supper was served and Cousins.
each and told to "go forth and amount of sugar. Heat mixture and crops would toe augmented by as we saw our nexl door neighbor 8 car days, called by the Illness of her
Stephen Allen Lavender
Mrs. Elsie MacDonald has been
Miss Hopkins was the recipient of
Kansas City Mo
multiply ' it. Clifford Pettit, Jr.,: let boil stirring frequently, until; many more as could be corralled In ; Come 6lowly down the street'hauline mother
a load of green pine trees
a beautiful gift. Those present ill the past week.
at at at x
Richard Bloom and Lewis Haskell
Robert Slater, who is employed at
were Mrs. Herbert Patrick, Mrs.
i
>2575
already
received
and
funds
!
spoon
or
reaches
220
degrees
F.
I
fields
during
the
night,
in
the
hope
I
NowJ iLS 1
by the desk with returned Saturday from Rockland
WHAT WILL IT PROFIT?
. . „ .
, .
,
i. . ,
.. ,
„
.
..
. toasted fingers, jotting these lines for where they spent a few days in the
Harry Coombs. Mrs. Charles Chilles. Mt. Waldo, was a recent visitor here.
[For The Courier-Gazette |
coming back faster and faster. The Pour into clean hot glasses; para- their propellers would keep the air , , .
,
Mrs WllliamChilles. Mary Maker. D. Jewett Noyes is attending the Give and forgive are two of the thing*
Karl Moore pastor and an ex_ I ffln when cold. Yield: 8 six-ounce stirred up enough to prevent fr06t f[ ent. llp
°r '
eaF '°n'
Interest of the high School magazine
That
Into
our
heart*
the
peace
of
Ood
H
“
i
|
,
..
,
.
_
side
the
musical
saw
and
the
holVirginia White, Priscilla Chilles. Rexall Convention In Portland.
bring*:
"Tlie Pilot . '
from settling on the plants. Then ,
,
,
..
, ,,
pert fisherman, set a group at work glasses.
, , .
.
.
.
low drumming and pounding of the
It 1* done In the spirit of
Lois Webster, Miriam Oreenleaf. Mrs. Georgia Vangelli and child And when
Mrs. Emery Wooster who has been
Knox
Butterscotch
< runcii
runei. pi*
we
picked a fewh green
tomatoes as axe as ,.
j
. work
T chopping and,
making trout and bass flies and nxlove.
ivnox
nutterM
on
n
<
ne
.
u
..
It
does
its
Edith Nickerson. Olive Amiro and Maria Celeste are home from Cas- It carrier us far toward Hls kingdom pects his biggest returns after the
a patient at Knox Hospital returned
One
envelope
Knox
Sparkling
1
sa
urry
ac
'
splitting
the
garnered
piles.
Too,
I
above
tin Hospital.
Muriel Chilles.
fishing season but meantime his Oelatlne, % cup cold water. 2 eggs, I Beslde one canal sU>od a young hear from behind me, "It's a great home Saturday
blessed to give than It
Miss Dorothy Billings has reAda Joyce is employed at R. K. "It's more
to receive ".
The President's ball was held Fri
group have had fun all winter 1 cup milk, scalded. 2 tablespoons I colored boy (keeping himself warm i country ln weather cold or hot!"
So says the good Book, and It’s true i
turned from a visit with friends in j Barter's.
day and was well attended.
I believe;
working. All sorts of hidden craft Land O Lakes Sweet Cream Butter.!ln “ meal bag' and hls manuny' b°th I
I,. R F. I
Worcester, Mass.
Mrs. Francis McGuire and Pa- For what Is the gain If we pile up tn
' of whom were eagerly waiting for
Net proceeds of tlie two worthaptitudes were .revealed, for in- % cup brown sugar,
Coral Gables, Jan. 26.
teaspoon
Mr. and Mrs Jack Nichols and j,ricla and Lucia Leah are visiting Oreat store
fish
to
bite.
On
the
opposite
canal
' while causes In which ‘ its town had
wealth, with minds filled with'stance an insurance broker bought salt. % teaspoon Bakers Vanilla. . . . ,
,
. . . ,
...
lore?
1
daughters went Saturday to Ston- *n Rochester. N. H. Mr. McGuire
j a part are: Finnish relief >22.50;
dollar sheets of pewter and brass extract, 2 tablespoons white sugar J d^d « heaped h.gher the pde
And fall to help those who are trying
has gone to New York.
UNION
ington.
v.
,
.
i
,
.
.
of
sawdus*
ready
to
light
at
a
moj Infantile Paralysis. >30
to keep
10 * ^nded n‘° ”h 'rayS
1 Cbp crUshed «*anut brltUe'
I menVs notice
men dressed
Rev Kenneth Cook left Monday , Melvin Stinson is able to be out Their heads above water on life's angry made >50; another member held ( packed.
cup
whipped
cream.
|
in
sweaters
and
overcoats
,
worked
ln
!
The
Methodist
Brotherhood
has
deep?
to attend convocation at Bangor, ia"er recent illnes.
We shall only need a diminutive epot.
tonight with
sup
Soften gelatine in cold water the fleld,. nhere were „o straw- its annual
, _meeting
D
.
, ,
At noon Sunday the residence of i Mr. and Mrs. Robert Spaulding To hold what ls left, when on earth classes n public speakmg at 25
we are not.
cents a lesson and rn-de >30. An- Beat egg yolks and add brown hatted men). We had our car hr.ter ,per at 6 30 Bradford ^edonnet °f
88 to 52 yr*, old, who are restless,
Mr. and Mrs. Langtry C. Smith have returned from Cushing where So what will it pront if we fail to be other couple with a talent for
Wiscasset will be the speaker.
moody, nervous, fear hot flashes,
sugar gradually, beifiing well. Add turned to full h.ast.
dizzy
spells, to take Lydia E. Finkcaught fire and the southern side they were called by the Illness of
In sharing our goods with the poor photography earned >50 taking cic- scalded milk
ham's Vegetable Compound. Fa
gradually,
stirring
Leaving
the
crop*
behind.
witn
I
of the roof was badly burned. Ex- I Mrs. Spaulding's mother,
and the blind?
mous in helping women go smiling
tures oi families and homes and constantly, salt and butter. Re- hopes for a mild night, we drove i The flrst nail-cutting machine,
thru "trying times" due to func
cept for the prompt service of the | Charles Edgar Robbins died Jan. We go empty handed when we leave gardens.
this old earth,
turn to double boiler and cook un- | homeward. Here and there we patented, in 1795, made 200.000 nails
tional "irregularities." Try it!
fire department, the building would
a' 'he Eastern Maine General ■ with no prospect* ahead save a long
The best of ;his plan is the whole til custard consistency, stirring con- caught sight of red flames dancing *n 8 da^
dreary dearth.
have been destroyed. The wind Hospital in Bangor following an op
W R Walter
church group had grec.r fun and stantly Dissolve softened gelatine from the ground in the center of a
North Waldoboro.
blowing from the north, saved the eratlon. He was born at Mountainrevived interes in eath other as in hot custard. Add vanilla and circle of "darkies,"
Near their
at at MX
nearby buildings. A wood fire had ville April 1, 1872, youngest of nine
well a.- money from the plan.
cool.
When mixture begins to homes other members of their famiTHE FIRST SMOKE
been lighted in the living room children of Bester and Lydia Rob
Cnu-.'hei a .d club-, everywhere <ttieken, fold in stiffly beaten egg | Uw huddled together on the porch
[ For The Courier-Oazette |
about an hour before the fire was bins. He is survived by his wife
are holding auctions instead of , whites to which white sugar has ’ in the sun wrapped in red-checkered
When
Son
was
very
young,
one
day
discovered by a neighbor. It is Sarah (Burke? Robbins; and two
f heard him to grandfather sav.
rummage sales and finding them ',jeen added.
Fold in whipped ' tablecloths, dried-up palm branches
thought a spark caught the shingles brothers. Hiram of Rockport and "I'd like to smoke a pipe like you
But I don't s'pooe you'd want me to." more fun and more profitable, es- i cream and crushed peanut brittle —almost anything. In more substanon the roof. The property was in Otis of Rockland. Services were Grandfather winked at me and said. pecilaly if the auctioneer makes Pour into baked pie shell and chill. {ia' houses a hot open fire chased
"Whly fill her up and go ahead.''
held at the home of his niece Mrs.
sured.
the auction hilarious. “Penny Auc- Onmish with thin layer of un- black smoke out the chimney.
The
pipe he used was pretty old
The Jolly Juniors Club met last Arthur Perry". Burial was in St. i Well seasoned, (with a rim of gold.
our —
supply
tions' are exciting.
Everyone' sweetened whipped cream Jusf be-: As I‘ stated, —
rw* of wood
------ ,
It was to Son a great delight
Tuesday, with Jane Libby, chap- ] Mary's cemetery,
i
being
low,
we
stopped
to buy some
To fill the bowl and strike a light.
brings an item to be sold and every 'ore serving,
= He took a puff and stopped to grin
lain, and Ruth Carver, guard, as
—
| beside the road where men were:
Presto Whipped Cream Biscuits
I Then crossed his knees and puffed person bidding puts a penny in a
committee on refreshments and en- Young; son, Amos Young;
__
__
I
again
sawing, chopping, splitting and pilbox till the final bid when the sum , One cup whipping cream. 2 cups i
tertalnment. New games were in- grandchildren, Mrs. Ethel Doughty Hed puff awhile and then exhale
mentioned is paid.
sited Presto. «. cup shortening
manager 0,‘he '
I si ted Presto.
i L
,
1
| woodpile fuel supply came rushing
trociuced. proving the interest the ot this town and Herbert Ott of He^tm the ptpe^aaid? wiu7care*'
Bertha Walker in Upton says 'hal: butter and half shortening, to the car door «mUllng and saying.
members take in the club's advance- Connecticut;
also four
great- I Then, from the couch, cried "give me
they've successfully used the idea-two-thirds cup milk, -about).
"Sorry. I can’t help you. We are all
ment Supper will precede the next grandchildren.
And 'knew worry on that ucore
of contributed aprons, the size of
W ni> cream and stir in sifted sojd out These men at work arc ,
seini-monthly meeting
Deceased was a life long resident w“ over and he d tr* no mor*
the donor's waist-line in pennies in Presto with a silver fork. Work i helping cut the wood they've bought. |
Mr and Mrs Walter Polk of Au- of this community and enjoyed 64
^Wthe
the pocket and the paper platesJ fcl-orteplng into Presto with pastry Sorry. No wood left for sale any- j
gusta had as weekend guests Mr. and years of wedded life. His occupa- In way of smoking for you know
Mrs Ollie Doyle. Mb Lewis Cyr 'tion was that of farming and fish- ;
marked Wlth C‘rcleS for each holi-1 lender or tips of f.ngers. Add where about." And as we started off
Just once, they usually sre through ' 1 day in the year to be covered with milk slowly mixing to a soft dough, he said, "Don’t hurry back!"
and Miss Madelyn Cyr of Houlton, ing.
Hose 'B Hupper
dimes fastened on with gummed <l’se teaspoons sugar may be addeu
Good fortune was with us! "There
and Milton Wessel of Cambridge,! Funeral services were held Sunday
Tenants Harbor
seals
and
collected
at
the
end
a.'
if
desired
i.
Place
on
a
board
beside
the road! Pine boards!” Thc
Mass
at ute Fossett Funeral Home. Rev.
■t at x x
the year. They're now at work on sprinkled with Presto, roll lightly men get out of the car. picked up
• • • •
| Kenneth Cook, pastor of Union
ARISE "TIS DAY
a Church Fair Hope Chest . . . j or pat to 'a to •% inch thickness, the three boards, perhaps six feet
James M. Young
Church, officiated. There were
Awake! The gray
as
. . dawn- changeth
angi
something to be contributed for Cut in rounds with biscuit cutler
James M. Young. 88. an aged and
flora, trtbutes
Inter. Purpling sun’s flrst kiss quicken*
life into swirt gay winging
Lunch
respected citizen, died Thursday at ment was in Carver's Cemetery. Bird
next falls fair each month In thc dr‘d Put on greased baking sheet
With melody through vaulted sky.
year.
I
and
bake
in
hot
oven
<
450degrees
|
hls home at Crockett's River. Mr.
Scrambled
Eggs and
The bearers were H. A. Townsend, Arise! give welcome to the day
. i All time ls measured by a span
Broiled Deerfoot Sausages
Young was born in this town, son _ . _ , .
What
idea
has
been
fun
and
sueminutes.
Brush
dough
F. L. Roberts, William Bray, and Heed new born hours as well ye may—
Piccalilli
of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Young.
cessful for your church or club |
milk or melted butter to give .
Parker Bray.
! ****' theln wltb Jocund spirits gay
Surviving are his wife, Lionie
________________
Then every breeze will give you Joy
committee?
You can’t use the them a rich brown color when j ' Presto Whipped Cream Biscuits
With flagrant blooms, soon cropped by
’Delicious Jam
Young; a daughter. Mrs. Frances
same idea twice and some other baked.
A. E. Libby Insurance Agency'
AJI florid days are quickly spent
MENU
Dinner
representing the following compan While chiming bells ring the year's de_ I group would like to try your plan
Softer
cltne.
perhaps.
Breakfast
•Veal
Cutlets
in White Wine
ies: TJie Connecticut Fire Insurance
More
A
pace with visions heart hath
French Fried Potatoes
Veal Cutlets in White Wine
Orange Juice
Co., Springfield Fire and Marine Keep known.
Absorbent
Shredded Wheat in
Endive and Grapefruit Salad
Cut veal into four or five cutletInsurance Co., Granite State Fire Lifting clear thoughts to heights afar
'HANDY TOWELS.
Garner all beauty in your wake
'Knox Butterscotch Crunch Pie
size servings. Place two lemons,
Sliced Bananas
Insurance Co.. Commercial Union Reward will follow commensurate
Coffee
sliced, and two medium onions,
Coffee Rolls
K S F
Assurance Co.. Maine Mutnal Fire
40USEH01D
Rockland.
Recipes given.
sliced, in baking pan. Arrange cutCoffee
USE
Insurance Co.. Merchants Mutual
MM XX
Casualty Co.
12-M

-.WANTED! WOMEN.

taller

PERFECTION
[For The Courier-Gazette|

GOING TO FLORIDA?
-

1

Here's What You Want To
Know About Florida
HOW TO HAVE MORE FUN. Collier knows mote
about Florida than almost anyone Thai s why you
find Collier Hotels at lhe smartest resorts...with
magnificent beaches, wonderful spoiling facilities
and everything you want for a perfect vacation.

Smart people
who know Florida stay at Collier Hotels. Why?
Because Collier saves money by operaling TWELVE
fashionable hotels under ONE management. This
saving is passed on to you in the form of lower rates.
HOW TO GET MORE FOR YOUR MONEY.

HOTEL MANATEE RIVER, Brsdenlon
HOTEL CHARLOTTE HARBOR, Punla Gold*
HOTEL SARASOTA TERRACE. Sarapola
HOTEL TAMPA TERRACE, Tamp*
HOTEL FLORIDAN, Tamp*
USEPPA INN, Useppa Island
GASPARILLA INN, Boca Grande
EVERGLADES INN, Everglades
ROD S GUN CLUB, Everglades
HOTEL ROYAL WORTH, W. Pelm Beach
HOTEL DIXIE COURT, W. Palm Beach
HOTEL LAKELAND TERRACE, Lakeland
• S*nd lodsy lor your copy ol the fascinating new Colliar
Florid* Folder, with all tates. It will help you choose lhe
resoit snd hotel lhe! will suit your Itsie and pocket best Wine
Hotels or N Y. ollie* 745 5ih Aee. Ask your Travel Agent.

Collier
florida coast hotels
ANO

74 5

ASSOCIATED

HOTELS

(With apologies to Rudyard Kipling)
If you can keep your temper .when all
around you
Are losing theirs, aud not become a 1
shrew;
If you eau trust when naught but cares
surround you
And nothing daunted, still eome "smil
ing through";
If you can dream and yet neglect no
home task.
Or de»p In thought can still keep "on
your toes;
If you can fit upon your face a calm
mask
The while your heart with sorrow over
flows;
If you can know that frivolous aosslps
prattle
About you and go calmly on your way
Caring for all your household goods
and chattel.
Keeping your heme ln spick and span
army;
If you can give your lift to one man's I
keeping.
And 'eave It there, for better or for
worse;
If you ran mass your talents In one
heaping
And be hom maker, mother, wife and
nurse;
If In the midst of velvets, silks and
sable
You can wmr your cotton frock with
stately tnein:
If you can preside o'er a scanty table
With grarlou-nesis b-flttlng any queen;
If you esn brush aside the harsh words I
spoken.
And with demeanor cool hold wrath
at bay;
If you can mend your children's toys
when broken.
And flnd some time to enter ln their
play:
If you can hold Impatience In subjec
tion
Wltlle all your dearest alms are still
unwon:
Yours Is the height of womanly per
fection—
But oh. I doubt me if lt ran be done.
—Nellie M Ervlne
Tenants Ha’bor.

FRIENDS SWING FRIENDS TO PONTIAC!
•MB MOMOar MORNHM f
COME OVER RIGHT AWAY
AND WORK OUT A DEAL

WHAT A NNI CAR YOU CAN |
I BUY AT A PRICE JUST

ON MV CAR. I WANT A

PONTIAC JUST LIKE THE
ONE YOU SOLD

JIM M<CLELLAN j

6S1

□

NK OF THF. BIG reasons

O

for the remarkable up
swing in 1940 Pontiac sales
is the "red hot” enthusiasm

AMS MICA'S riMXST UW'PRICIB CAM

of everyone who buys this
great car. They go out of
their way to tell, and show,
their friends how marvel
ous a low-priced car can he!

The 1940 Pontiac is a big,
luxurious, long-wheelbase
car —handsomely styled,
wide-seated —with the
“Triple Cushioned” ride
—and the power-packed
Pontiac engine, famous
for smooth, quiet, eco
nomical performance.

£o;ne advice against buying a used
car, but Emerson Snyder of Meyers
dale, Md., found such a deal profit
able. While cleaning up hls pur
chase he discovered 500 one-dollar
bills behind the back seat.

This year, try "America’s
best recommended car”!

FI FTH AVENUE, N.Y.
GEORGE H. MASON
Pre*. & G«n. Mgr.

John Pederson of Racine, Wis.,
who. several years ago with capital
of 45 cents began manufacturing oil
cloth flowers, is now doing a month
ly business of 16,000.

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.
712 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND

GLIDDEN RINES
BATH ROAD,

WISCASSET

Every-Other-Day
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In Everybody’s Column

when least expected, and listen;
Camden were L. Emery, C. Emery,
when you stand before God in eter
Nuccio, Hatch, Bracey, Hardy,
Advertisement* In this column no,
nity, what are you going to do?
to exceed three lines Inserted once for
Brown, Smith, Johnson, Young,
"Will
a
man
rob
God?
.Beloved,
I
25
rents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
a heathen nation even more than
ZN
O.
(Continued from Page One)
! Hendricks and Kelley. The High Action and Colorful Settings
ZX
lines five cents each for one
« ft SS A
sec again the tragedy of it, as one ditional
time,
10 cents for three times. Five
School's next game will be Saturday
Will Mark the Marine “How many shoots there are in we are now.
SHIRLEY T. WHJJAMB
GILBERT HATHMON
day when time shall be no more, small words to a line.
1 at 2.30 at the Snow Bowl, when they
the lives of men and women—their
“There are men and women who one day when all of our opportu
Correspondent
Correspondent
Exhibits
ZS ZS ZS
! take on John Bapst High School of
«
ft
lives filled and running over with dare to lay their hand on God’s nities are behind us, the door of
Bangor. Richard Bond of the Y M.
Plenty of action combined withletcrnal nonsenSe. I find so many- money and hold it as their own. Did mercy wings to. and men will awake
Tel. 190
Tel. 713
C. A. is coaching the locals.
colorful outdoor settings will feature who call themselves Christians who i VOu folk in Rockland know that wc in eternity to find that they have
John Tewksbury has returned
The annual meeting of the Cemethe official State of Maine offering have filled their lives with those ! passed through a depression? When robbed their own souls. Awake to X ................................. _ *
Mrs. Clara Nason, accompanied
tery
Association
for
the
election
of
from
Community
Hospital
to
his
REGISTERED Irish Setter lost. An
by her mother, Mrs. Harvey Lindsey,
hear one say, ‘Depart from me, ye swers
at the Boston and New York Sports
to name of "Lady". Mahogany
winter residence on Main street
things. Satan is robbing us of our the real pinch came, where did you
brown
color. Call MAROUERITE JOHN
went Sunday to Boston to attend the officers and other business will be
cut first? Did you say, ’I will not cursed: I never knew you.' Are you SON. 770
men’s (Shews to be held next month.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
Larrabee.
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service,
our
loyalty
to
Christ.
He
Hairdressers’ Convention. During held at the home of Mrs. Laura
robbing
Him?
Have
you
witheld
South Union, were guests Saturday Nc.w being constructed by Klir Beck will do anything if he can keep us j keep a car and will still keep up
Ritterbush
Friday
night
at
7.30
their stay they will visit Mrs. Lind
X
under the supervision of Inland
“ ""
pledBe t0 tlie church. Or did from Him your heart’s love? If you X * •
of Mr. and Mrs. Maud Porter.
sey’s sister, Mrs. Maude Silva, at j o’clock.
*
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say,
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No.
I
shall
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to
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my
Ralph Wooster of Bernard, cap.
Medford Hillside.
Miss Nettie Bean will be hostess tain of the vacht Wildfirewas a j George J. Stobie the exhibit is de-,dom' Oul' [ , and_our
,,iges- pledge.’ Did you women say you night. and beloved, If you will do *
♦ ...
---------------»
Walter Strong, one of Colby's 16 Wednesday to the Methodist La visitor in town Saturday.
«.
«.
signed to advertise the hunting, fish- society and business. Tliose things would stop wearlng silk stocklngs that in real sincerity, all the other x
aviation students, has successfully dies Aid. It will be an all day
After the meeting of Mt
Battie ing and recreational facilities of the arc a11 ri8ht, if you eep
ins and SQ bc abJe to keep up your things will be taken care of. Will
SINGLE house to let. with bath, fur
nace heat.
Corner Broadway and
In these pledge to the church? If there Is you come to Him?
taken his first solo flight at the session and a picnic dinner will be
ioop
thc Statc before lhe hundreds CJ thou- paramount in your life. In
Granite St. Apply WALLACE E. SPEAR
Waldoboro
11*16
Waterville Airport.
served at noon to which the men
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wiU con-! sands of folks who will attend the '18 years of this work, I have seen anything that makes me tired, it is
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to
see
a
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going
down
the
I
Edward T. Dornan went Sunday to are welcome.
APARTMENT,
furnished
and
heated,
fer the Patriarch degree.
! shows. Preferred positions both at
NO. BURKETTVILLE
to let at 14 MASONIC ST
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Boston to attend the Eastern Me
These committees have been ap
The float at the public landing Mechanics Building. Boston, and pouring his riches into those lives, strcet Wlth aimOst nothing on. Her' Mr. and Mrs. Horace Grover and
FOUR-room apartment to let. ail
morial Associates' Convention.
and
they
are
Just
squandering
them
j
eet
sluck
inlo
sandals,
and
a
halpointed for the Hi-Y assembly to hajj been pu( jn wu,'tw. sloragc at Grand Central Palace, New York
son of Rockland were visitors Sun modern. Apply at Camden and Rock
land Water Co . Tel. 634
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tar about her neck! Woman is in day at tlie Edward Millay home.
Mrs. E. R. Moss entertained mem be held here Feb. 9-10; general com- J the Railway yard.
' wU1 Delp Maine live up to its repu- with the nonsense of the world!
THREE-room. nicely furnished apart
"It is a wonderful tiling to have vdljng disaster when she forgets that1 Ralph Swett of West Washington
bets of her Sunday school class at mlttee Daniel J. Dickens. William
Todav is the last showingoi, tat ton of always presenting a
domlment to let; also front room; central
an abiding place. The most w-on- womanhood should be modest.
her heme Friday night, the guests E. Reed; entertainment in hemes. | ..Judge Hardv & Son- wiUi Mickey | MUn« attraction
has returned home after a week's and quiet Call at 28 or 30 MASONIC
ST . City
12*14
Tins will be *the
being Nancy Lunt, Jean Elliot, Jean Congregational Church. Mrs. Elvira 1^^.
LeWis stOne, at the
U 13th consecutive lierlul tiling in tlie world is a home.1 “During the duvs of the depres- employment at Robert Esancy’s.
LOWER apar
____
Cushing and Phyllis Gasper. The Thomas; Baptist Church, Rev. Wil- QOtnique Theatre Wednesday anti 'ear of participation in Boston and "What an abiding place is Christ! sjon pover(y stricken men took their Victor Bowman has employment
Warren and Main Sts : available Feb.
evening was spent socially, playing liam F. Brown; St. Thomas Episco- T>lursday "Nurse Edith Cavell" with 5
1
C A HAMILTON. 29 Chestnut St..
6eventb *n
York. Salt water Martin Luther said.
j lives because everything they had there for an indefinite time.
Tel. 986-J__________
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various games.
pal Church, Rev William E. Berger; the sensational star Anna Ncagle sP°rts and commercial fishing will
-The most tragic thing in life is flxed thelr hopes on fled. People
Mrs. Arlene Esancy spent SaturFURNISHED three-room apartment
be
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see
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with
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of
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n.
While
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day
with
Mrs.
Hattie
Perry
In
North
James A. Creighton, Jr., of Ham- Methodist Church. Mrs. Forrest wUJ
feature
to let, toilet, piazza, shed; hot water.
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burg, N. Y„ Charles Tolman of Syd- Magee; luncheon, Mrs. Addie HarMegunt^ook Encampment j attract-i<5ns for ,he first time ln sev" j Jesus Christ permit the things of holding services with four churches Union Mrs. Perry having been ill 12 Knox St . TEL 156-W.
TWO unfurnished apartments to let
the world to cut away that compan- jn a great oll cRy of Oklahoma, a tor several weeks
ney, Australia, Ben Scott of Port au ville, Mrs Emily Jagels, guides for
hold a rehearsal of the Golden eral years
el. 629-M, ELLA COLLINS, 25 North
At least a dozen other exhibits i ionship with jesus Christ
Prince. Haiti, and Clarence Davis of delegates. Andrew Stinson. Hugh Rule degree peb. 1
Arthur Leigher was guest Sunday Main ?t.
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17-year-old boy was picked up dead.
'
presented
by
various
regions
and
Evansburg, Pa . students at Mass Hatch and the Boy Scouts, enter'
"We are a proud people I have He died of starvation. I preached at Forrest Chapman's in Razorville.
FURNISHED rooms to let
desir
Will Annis is confined to his home i
... . .
„
able location
MRS. A C. JONTS. 5
due to iUness £r- camp ou’ners wU1 help complete 8 never been much afraid of Com his funeral sermon. In the midst of
achusetts Institute of Technology, tainment, Miltoi Dyer. Headquar- ,. Hosm„ s
Henry Turner is home from his Talbot
at Hosmers pond due to illness, w j atrikiri<7 Mftinp niPtufe Thousands
Ave , Tel. S76.
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chsree of Mr i strllung Malne Picture
are spending a few days in town en ters will be at the Baptist Church. ,„ld Hart
munism or Nazism or Fascism get tens of thousands of church folks. work in Bangor for several days’ vaFURNISHED room. In quiet neighbor
„
„
..
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ting much of a hold in this coun he starved to death. I know’ it was cation and with Mrs. Turner spent hood, five minutes lrom Post Offloe
Rev William F. Brown is attend- Annis' milk route m his absence
trained attendants who will be on
TEL 34. Rockland
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is staying with his grandparents,
ing the Convocation of the Bangor
Leon Poland has rented the res- hand to answer questions and "sell try. because we are not willing to hard ln those days, but brethren. Saturday and Sunday with their
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Seminary being held this week in taurant quarters formerly occupied
X
and his three friends are guests of Banger. He was accompanied by by Mrs. Hall and after extensive 1
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Esancy of
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be
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Mr. and Mrs. W. B. D. Gray.
Union were recent guests at the
I
Rev. William Osgood of Islesboro alterations will open a sandwich long and labeled "Maine Vacation- independence. He tells us (hat he nity to demonstrate His power.
Mrs. Mildred Rollir.S of Camden : and
Kenneth Cook of Vinai- shop and restaurant.
Frank
Esancy
home.
gives us a new commandment that
“Will a man rob God of his Influ
X
land" with wooden letters two feet
was recent guest at the home of her j hareu
Merle Ireland was home from
OIJ7NWOOD Oak parlor stove, for
Winslow Hewett is a patient at high will have a beautifully painted we love one another. He loved us ence? If you and I would dedicate
Bister. Mrs. Luther Clark, participat- I
sale; also Heywood-Wakefield stroller.
when we were all besmirched and our influence to God, there is no Newcastle for the weekend.
i u.i
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Thompson of Community Hospital.
background of woods, lakes, mounCall Warren. TEL Office
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Made Life Scout
electric refrigerator, bedroom
middle of the backdrop a bl ight sun lighted in the things of sin and community in the next 12 months.! with Ralph Light in South Liberty. stove,
suite,
etc.;
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sacrifice,
breaking
up
Capt. and Mrs. Arthur J. Elliot friends over tlie weekend. They
The Bonnie Booster 4-H Club will housekeeping Write to “A B ", care
The award of Life Scout was wU, shtne across a painled lake and scorned the things of God. He left
“Will a man rob God of His talcelebrated their 40th wedding anni also visited the Snow Bowl.
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3 with Miss Lucinda Rich I The courier-Gazette
Christopher Longworth of Port made to William Daucette, member a very Iiatural eflfct of shimmering his glory, and took upon him sinful j ents? There is coining a day when 1 mect
versary Wednesday night at a family
SECOND-hand Conn trumpet—excel
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land
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in
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lent condition. 640 cash Phone 602
dinner party planned by their chil
CAMDEN Inquire at this office lor adWendall Gilchrest is spending a of honor Wednesday at the Baptist |jOn of lights and moving cellophane t ilings and curses, and finally he Our talents. He wanted us to under- 1 !aundr> bagsdren. The dinner table was attracdrtaa.
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Church by Willis J. Furtwengler of discs of varied coiors.
went all the way to Calvary’s cross.” sUnd that, and so He told us the
------------------lively decorated in keeping with the fc* bays in Dark Harbor.
BEAVER fur coat for sale, fine con
ruby anniversary, having red roses 1 Th« HlghSchool Hockey team was Augusla' Sc0111 executive of Abenaki
An artificial lake in which large.
story of the servants who were en-1 SOUTH THOMASTON
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Sunday evening, Mrs. Bonney
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- --------- —
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at—
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, Jameson, and Robert Young. Wil- largest waterfall ever presented in a
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TWENTY-FOUR It power boat for
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all equipped Apply 91 Tillson Ave.
would attempt to rob God! But this Camden. Knox County Maine, by her | George Fantom and Mrs. Char sale,
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and recorded in the Knox County Reg
Elliot
A portable radio was the were Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Robin-1 class badges. Merit badges were Another pond will provide a home
D A H hard coai. egg. stove, nut,
50 per ton. del Household soft coal,
family’s gift to Capt. and Mrs. son, Mrs. Letitia Starrett. Mrs Min- awarded to: Robert Kennedy, per- for several beavers who are veterans caue man was doing that very thing. med3toD^iG^2ku??nP.angd Bunmnz homes in L>'nn and Swampscott re- 614
Assoctation. a certain parcel of real I cently, making the round trip in one 68 per ton. del Lumpy new River soft,
Elliot. In the group were Mr. and nie Wilson. Mrs. Winnlfred Slader.' sonal health, safety and handicraft; of show business having gone The tragedy is. when our privileges estate
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per
ton del Ask for swap for cash
ultuated In raid Camden, bound-'
tickets M B A C O PERRY, 519 Main
iua>.
Mrs. J. Edward Elliot and daughter ’ Mrs. Lilia Ames. Mrs Blanche Vose Maynard Norton, first aid
and through trheir paces many times as and opportunities are all behind us. ed and described as follows:
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DRY hard wood per foot, fitted, 61.25
the beano party sponsored by Wll- Thomaston girls' victory over Cam Keller. Rev. W. F. Brown, Charles offer some action as he runs back living right here in Rockland who hundred and twenty-one . 121» feet to I vest supper Wednesday when Rob- Sawed. 61 15. long. <105. M. B A C O
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Gen Knox Chapter. D A R meets next Monday to Portland to enter a
The Outing Club has gone to the of the exhibit. Whit has let his He tells us certain things that He breach of the condition thereof it bers are requested to take dough- board; pleasant room, price right MRS
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Mr. and Mrs. Scott Kittredge work; also housekeeper wants position.
Mrs. Walter Willey.
| members present and the evening true, but the officers and directors
Six days shalt thou labor and do
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ASSC?IlIb<ray. ! w'ent Wednesday to New Hampshire TEL 566 J
Harold Armstrong, who Is em- was spent S0CiaUy with gam„ Mlss are not bemoaning the fact, on the folks. He will give demonstrations all thy work, but the seventh is
WASHINGS wanted to do wet. no
ployed at Kittery, spent the week- teach received a gift from the group, contrary they are boasting of it. It of net mending, lobster trap building holy unto Almighty God. Today the
on 8 business trip.
Ironing: excellent work. MRS C. MAZend at his home here.
j Albert Harjula the president making all happened Sunday when Joan, and ether commercial fishing ac Sabbath Day is broken; is become a
ZBO Tel 877
13*16
tivities.
Mrs Oliver Hahn returned Sunday , the presentation.
FURNITURE wanted to uph
beautiful Chesapeake Retriever, be
day of revelry and debauchery, un
called for and delivered
T J. FlemThe salt water show will be built
night from Cambridge. Mass., where
The Knox County Circuit Rally of longing to Mr. and Mrs. E F Shel
til It is almost unsafe to drive on
ING. 19 Birch 8t. Drop a card Esti
rhe was called last week by the death Epworth Leagues, which was to have don of Warren visited the Club with arcund an old wharf from which the streets of our country. God ex
mates free.
13-15
will hang a tuna fish and other spe
WHY WORK FOR THE OTHER FELof her uncle. William Knight.
been held at the Congregational her owners.
pects us to redeem the time.
low? Well established business of your
cies. There will be a display of salt
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Stetson are at- vestry next Wednesday night, has
own available for man or woman over
As scon as Joan entered the Lodge
“Will a man rob God of his
30 Must be neat, and have good repu
water
sports
and
commercial
fish

tending the Hairdressers' and Cos- beet; postponed to Feb. 12.
House she presented herself at the
tation. willing to work 8 hours a day
money?
We
folks
of
the
church
on good paying route Car not neces
metologists’ Convention in Boston, j
w.C.T.U. met Friday night at membership table with an appeal ing equipment and beats at the dock
step mighty softly when we talk
sary but helpful
No Investments.
whiich
will
actually
move
with
the
Member of Grace Chapter who
Clark home .Mrs .Lilia Clark and ing look in her eye. Her mistress
Write J R EDDIE. Box 367. Newark.
waves. Dried and salt fish, stuffed I about money’ but 1 don 1 know why ]
N J
13*lt
attended the annual installation of ^rs Eleanor Clark hostesses. Miss interpreted this as a request to
do you? I get so utterly ;
I UNEXPECTED change makes avail
officers of Golden Rod Chapter. CTandon presided at the business join the Club and Joan was birds and other marine creatures will! we
able One Rawlelgh Route in West Waldo
help to make the setting colorful sick and disgusted when people
O.ES . at Rockland Friday night, meeting, and Mrs. Eleanor Clark
I Cour.ay
Good business secured In
promptly made the first dog mem and natural.
say
they
can
be
just
as
good
Chris

I
this district for many year*
Excep
were Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Libby. was elected secretary. Mrs. Edith
tional opportunity for right man See
ber of the Outing Club and prob
The Information booth will be tians outside the church of Christ!
i dealer H E BEAN. 41 Warren St. Rock
Mrs. I.ura Libby, Mrs. Madolin Richards having resigned. A supper
land. Me.
12-17
Spear. Mrs. Avis Brazier, Mrs Faye for the Union and Baptist and Fed a y o an;, ether C.ub, She is proud especially unique with an enormous It cant be done! Tf every man
WATCHMAKER — Repairing watchaa
Stetson, Mrs. Emma Young and erated Mission Circles was set for of her button and expects to visit I pumpkin pine tree serving as the should say that, there would be no
clocks, antiques ail kinds. Call
deliver, S ARTHUR MACOMBER, 21
Miss Helen Stetson. Mrs. Lilia Pier Feb. 9. and Mrs Evelyn Perron will the Snow Bowl again next Sunday.1 counter. This tree measures 5 feet church here tonight, no preaching
Amesbury St., Rockland. Tel. 9W-J.
' and 5 inches in diameter. By a pe- of the Gospel, and wc would become
pont. also of Thomaston, but a mem be the speaker on that occasion. A
1-tt
Electric
Cooking
School
in
the
1
culiar
arrangement
two
limbs
form
ber of Fon-du-lac Chapter. Wash short selection from "Pioneer Girl”
ington. accompanied them. Naomi by Clara Ingram Judson was read new a.!-electric kitchen on the stage ' an arch from which a lantern will chopping guides, veteran trappers
Chapter of Tenant’s Harbor also held by Miss Stewart. Then, the room at Temple hall. Rockland, will be hung. The stump of the tree will Walter Arnold of Guilford with a
lighted only by white candles, a be held this week, Thursday. Feb. be placed in the main section of the real trapper’s cabin and a valuable
X*^***********H
simple and impressive Frances Wil 1 at 2 p m. Miss Ruth Cluff. home exhibit. A fence more than 150 collection of furs and Fred Fowler of
CLEMENTS Chicks ' stand the gaff"
economics
director,
will
be
in
years
old
will
surround
the
entire
Oquossoc, champ fly caster Herbie
lard memorial service was conduct
of heavy profitable production because
display.
charge.
Everybody
cordially
Invited,
Welch
of
Rangeley
and
Harry
Jor

they
have years of finest breeding be
ed by Mrs. Lilia Clark; hymn,
hind them
Customers report excel
These are Just a few of the out dan of Eddington who will give dem
lent results. You can get them too.
"Beautilul Isle of Somewhere;" John plenty of room, big, comfortable
Pu'.let chicks ln all breeds. Write for
onstrations
of
making
birch
bark
chairs.
All
food
given
away.
Most
standing
features
of
the
exhibit
14; hymn, “The Old Rugged Cross;"
free complete catalog
CLEMENTS
BROTHERS FARMS, Rt 33, Winterport
poem, “Courage." by Margaret El attractive door prize will be given which many predict will be the best canoes.
The Boston show runs from Feb
well cf Spruce Head, read by Mrs. away at Feb. 1 meeting, these at Maine has presented for a long time.
Other
interesting
attractions
from
3
to 11. and New York from Feb.
tending
any
or
all
of
the
meetings
Eleanor
Clark;
hymn,
"Rock
of
YOUR CHILO’S coughing at night
Maine will be log rolling and wood 17 to 25.
_ caused by throat “tickle" or ir
Ages;" ’ Away." by James Whitcomb being eligible to receive it —adv.
ritation, mouth breathing, or a
Riley.
cold—can often be prevented by
rubbing the throat and chest
NORTH WARREN
Miss Charlotte Young and Miss
with plenty of Vicks VapoRub at
Electric Cooking School in the
KEYS! Keys! Keys! Keys! Keys: Jteysl
Locks repaired. Keys cut from code.
bedtime.
Rita Johnson and John Carioll in “Congo Maisie”
new* all-electric kitchen on the stage Maxine Lovejoy of Union were
H H CRIE 6c CO. 328 Main St
8-tf
VAPORUB’S SWIFT poultice-andat Temple hall. Rockland, will weekend guests of Mary Gracie.
EXPERT radio service—guaranteed
vapor action loosens phlegm, re
work
Radios for sale
RICHARD E.
Charles Erickson was called to
be held this week. Thursday. Feb.
lieves irritation, clears air pas
SINCLAIR, 69 North Main St.. Tel. 440,
sages, tends to stop mouth breath
1 at 2 p. m. Miss Ruth Cluff. home South Berlin Mass, recently to at
Rockland
12*14
ing, and invites
economics director, will be in tend funeral services for his sister.
healing, restful
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Verna Wiley who has been ill is
charge. Everybody cordially invited,
sleep. Try it.
V VapoRub
WHEREAS. Edward C
Jones, of
plenty of room, big, comfortable gaining gradually.
Washington. In the County of Knox
and
State
of
Maine,
by
his
mortgage
Mrs
Hattie
McFarland
who
had
chairs. All food given away. Most
deed dated July 25. 1939, and recorded
attractive door prize will be given been in lading health for some time,
ln Knox County Registry cf Deeds.
Book 257. Page 442 conveyed to Lau
away at Feb. 1 meeting, those at died Friday at the heme of her
ren M Sanborn of Portland. In the
VINALHAVEN AND
County of Cumberland and said State
tending any or all of the meetings sister Ermina Williams.
of Mntne, as Trustee for the Casco
Mrs Charles Erickson recently
Bottling Company, a corporation or
ROCKLAND
! being eligible to receive it.—adv.
ganized by law and located iln said
7-T-13 visited Mrs. C. A. Webb.
Portland, and Sidney Rhodes, of said

Sportsmen’s Shows

THOMASTON

IN THE BONNEY’S GRIP

CAMDEN

’.LOST AND FOUND'

TO LET

FOR SALE

WANTED

AT PARK TODAY AND WEDNESDAY

:eggs and chicks:

COUGHS

• MISCELLANEOUS ;

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

THURSDAY

VICKS

STEAMBOAT CO.
ROCKLAND. ME.

Service To:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle Au Haul, Swan's
Island and Frenchboro

WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Read Up
Read Down
I*. M.
A. M.
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00
Ar. 4.40
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
7.30 Lv. North Haven, Ar. 3.30
Ar. 2.45
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Lv. 1.30
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
117-tf

•Vo

*n

IDA

BOST**’
■yOR*4
TelepWR* 6*e'"

The Weaver Brothers and Elviry give out some real hillbilly music
Hilarity Is the order of the day in “He Married His Wife.” This scene
from the ?Wh Century'-Fox comedy, shows (left Io right) Itnlind Vonnf. in a scene from the new Republic hlt.“Jeepers Creepers.” There will be a I
Sjieelai 4 'hlbtren’k Matinee Thursday, 10 cents,—adv,
Nancy Keiiy, Jeei Mct rea and Mary Boland —adv,

Portland
A certain lot and parcel of land
with the buildings thereon situate In
said Washington and on the highway
leading from Stickney Corner so-called
to Waldoboro, being bounded and de
scribed as follows, to wit: On the
north by land formerly owned by Enoch
Flanders and now owned or occupied
by one D D. Weaver; on the west 'by
land formerly owned by J B. Davis;
on the south by land owned or occu
pied by Edwin Sldellnger; on the east
by land of Elizabeth H Rollins, and
on the south by land of Elizabeth H.
Rollins, and on the east by the high
way or road leading from said Stickney
Corner to North Waldoboro; said lot
and parcel of land contains a matter
of slxty-five (65) acres, more or less.”
AND WHEREAS the condition of said
mortgage has been broken,
NOW THEREFORE, the said Lauren
M. Sanborn, Trustee as aforesaid, claims
a foreclosure of said mortgage
Dated at Portland. Maine, this twenty-ninth day of Jimuary, A^ dimo

A

“ asA aforesaid.
Trustee

13-T-ll)

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 30, 1940
Mrs. Elmer Bird was hostess to
Dorcas Club yesterday afternoon,
her sister, Mrs. Delia, Sullivan of
Portland, who is visiting here, be
ing a special guest.

Enters Nursing School

ROCKPORT

Page Seven

This And That

HEARD, SEEN, SAID AT WASHINGTON
By CLYDE H. SMITH,

uda o ckamfnkt

Representing Maine's Second Congressional District

Correspondent
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McKinley
and daughters Betty and Ruth of
Mrs. Winifred Butler, is chairman ) union, were dinner guests Sunday
of housekeepers, at the Thursday of Dr. and Mrs. William Ellingwood.
meeting of Edwin Libby Relief
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Perreault enCorps, and at the afternoon beano
party, Mrs. Millie Tlicmas will be tertaind members of W.H.W.O
Club, Thursday night at their I
hostess
home <in Warren, at bridge and
An excellent program was given j luncheon. Mrs. Franz Butler and
— I in connection with the Eastern Star Clifford Melvin won top scores, the
Mrs. Ella Bird is spending a few ' installation Friday night, the num- ' consolation going to Mrs. Elmo Crodays in Augusta, a guest at the pers including a vocal solo by S. zier and Franz Butler.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hud- Constantine, vocal duet by Miss
Mrs. J. B. Patterson. Raymond 1
son.
i Gladys Grant and Mrs. Ruth Hoch.
------! a quartette composed of 8. Constan- Blaisdell and Miss Lucy Grendell of'
Mrs. Roy Estes is in Boston for a j nne Carleton Porter, Ross McKin- Eucksport, visited Mrs. Abbie Hanfew days, where her son Morton is nCy_ and Raymond Greene; and an scom. Sunday. Mrs. Patterson is
orchestra directed by A R Marsh. ! stoppinB at the Robinson House,
receiving medical treatment.
violinist, Robert Stevens, trumpet [ Bucksport
Mrs. William Ellingwood, was in and Mrs. Elsa Constantine, pianist.
Mrs. Delia Sullivan, returned to
Lewiston, Friday, attending a Can Mrs, Constantine was accompanist
Portland today after a week's visit
cer Control meeting of 16 vice com for the evening.
with her sister, Mrs. Elmer Bird.
manders, representing each county
in Maine. Mrs. Harold Cooper of
Gregory Griffin, who has been!
Mrs. Wilson B. Keene has re
Auburn is State ccommander of the confined to the house with pleurisy 1
turned from three weeks visit in
Women’s Field Workers, and plans ls improving.
Montclair, N. J. She was joined
were made for a drive to be held the ■
____
I in Boston by her son, Wilson, a stufirst week in April. Luncheon was I Edward C. Boody is receiving dent ftt M jT whQ js spendi
hJg
served at the DeWitt Hotel.
surgical treatment at Knox Hospi
vacation at the home of his grand
tal.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry O.
Mrs. Esther Rogers, music super,
Gurdy.
i
visor in the Rockland schools, and
I Dr. and Mrs. Harrison Sanborn, i
Mrs. Winola Richan Cooper, music j capt. I. E. Archibald. Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. J. Charles MacDonald has
supervisor, in the Union schools d h Fuller, Mr and Mrs. A. C. .returned from a visit with Mr. and
were in Portland Saturday to attend Ramsdell. Mr. and Mrs G. A Law- ; Mrs Rlchard Ora„ in Montclair N
the meeting of the In and About I pence attended the recent funeral j where she mcl hw new
d.
Club composed of music supervisors services for E. M LawTcnce in cauBh,er NftnPV Kav
frem all parte of the State. A Florida.
7

The Nations Capital, Jan. 30 face and you save all.” says the
(Special to The Courier-Gazette)— paint man. "Restore a prosperous
Tlie farmer does not need to be agriculture and you rescue the na
A special invitation has been is
tion." says the chcmurglc student,
told of the importance of his busi
sued to St. Paul's Lodge F. & A. M. I
"and I will do It. too.” he continues,
to attend the installation of Har- 1
ness to the community. He knows "if you will give me the chance."
By K. S. F.
bor Light Chapter O.E.S. Wedncs- I
it. Neither is he unknowing to the
Wc think of agriculture as the
day at 8 o'clock.
disadvantages which agriculture has industry which raises things to eat.
Mrs. Hildred Rider entertained a
The French say that hats must endured for several decades. He Is How much more than that it does
gioup of friends Friday night at a be worn with verve. Too many wo quite aware of them. He is wait may be judged from a list of nearly
covered dish supper and cards at men still feet that utility only ing to be convinced that somebody a hundred products of the soil for
her homo. High honors in bridge should be the motive. No, no; a hat is at work, effectively, on some plan which 253 non-food uses have al
went to Mrs. Alice Priest with Mrs. should always be an adventure. for relief. To that end there have ready been found. Some of these
Marion Ingraham receiving the Pray what else can one call the been of late, some encouraging de sources were formerly regarded as
consolation prize. Others present majority of them one finds in velopments.
weeds. In other Instances, the maMiss Olive Muriel Leach, who were Mrs. Nina Carroll, Mrs. Marion shops or on heads?
These did not originate wholly in I terial now utilized was, until recent
leaves Feb. 5 to enter the School of Richards. Mrs. Nellie Staples. Mrs.
direct attempts to improve the ly, a burdensome waste, a nuisance
• • • •
Nursing at the Maine General Hos
situation.
although to the producer rather than a
Dorothy
Crockett,
Mrs.
Elsie
Hawk

Humans are prone to lose sight agricultural
pital at Portland. Miss l^each is the
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. H. F. ins, Mrs. Edith Buzzell, Mrs. Leona of the fact that ideas will come if much is being done in that line. source of income. Much of this de
Leach of Thomaston, was graduated Salisbury, Mrs. Hattie Spear and one seeks them, and force cannot The more hopeful activity springs velopment has been recent, so re
from Thomaston High School in the Miss Helen Small.
stop the march of ideas if one is into being because the manufac cent that its results are not as yet
class of 1939, and was employed as
Mrs. Luna Joyce has been confined aggressive with them. The world turer, ever looking for better ma fully effective. There is a net gain
assistant hostess at "Montpelier”
terial at less cost, has discovered in all this (which will be come In
to her home the past week by illness. is built "on ideas. What is yours?
last summer.
•
•
•
•
that by-products of the farm offer creasingly apparent) for the man
Roland F. Crockett has sold his
What a drab world it would be the most attractive field for his producing the crop, a more abun
garage business to Clement F.
without trees. They are valuable research.
dant living for the consumer and,
Smith of Camden.
While keeping his eye on the presumably, more profit for the
to all animal life. They are the
The
Baptist
Ladies'
Circle
will
Members Hear the Story Of
main chance — lower production manufacturer. It is believed that
meet Wednesday afternoon at the most permanent and outstanding
Bartholdi, Of Louis XVI
costs—the maker of automobiles, new uses lor still more products
feature
in
our
landscape.
Let
all
home of Mrs. A. F. Carroll.
and Madame Pompadour An important business meeting of guard well the trees, especially if airplanes or electric refrigerators is will be found. Hence our interest
they arc beautiful ones. Trees are also keenly aware that, if he can in chemurgy and the work of the
The Metjrebesec Club met in the the Baptist Church will follow the great dividends. They represent un increase the prosperity of the farm chemurgic expert.
midweek prayer service Thursday
told treasure. Preserve them with er, he will make him a better cus
Tower Room of the Community
Wall board and similar sub
night. All members are asked to be
tomer. Hence an added eagerness stances are now made from corn
care.
Building Friday with 36 members present.
• • • •
to translate into dollars the thou stalks, sugarcane stalks, redwood
answering the roll call.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Staples and
"The man who has begun to live sands of tons of farm by-products bark, and the straws of various
A short and interesting biography family spent Sunday with his par more seriously within, begins to live for which little or no use had pre
grains, millions of tons of which go
was given by Mrs. Fern Cumming ents, Mi', and Mrs. W. K. Staples more simply without.”
viously been found.
to waste annually. Nettle, a weed
in Searsport.
• • • •
luncheon was held at the Hotel:
Complying with a wide-spread which has troubled us all, has been
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Brock, who of Frederic Augustus Bartholdi the
Mr. and Mrs Walter Carroll. Mr
Eastland when Hayden Morgan of
The Gutenberg was the first demand for such action. Repre discovered to be a source of vita
Mr and Mrs. Charles H. Berry;were weekend guests of relatives man who conceived the idea cf the
Newton, Mass., music supervisor in and daughter Marie leave tomorrow here returned yesterday to Boston State of Liberty and raised the and Mrs. Frederick Richards and printed Bible and was printed in sentative Joseph W Martin. Jr., of min A. Thousands of tons of
funds in France for this famous sons Carroll and Gerald spent Sun Latin in 1452 A. D.
Massachusetts, Republican Floor casein ia prominent milk constitu
the Newton schools, spoke on “Music for their annual sojourn in Florida
• • • •
in the Junior High School.”
_____
Leader in the House of Repre ent arc now absorbed by the but
Mrs. Ruth O. Bird is spending a statue in New York Harbor, the day with Howard A, Carroll and
Brave Start
------Mr. and Mrs. Roy Estes gave a few weeks in Montclair. N. J.
United States supplying the pedes family in Augusta.
sentatives, has recently appointed ton industry. A wool substitute has
When Theodore Thomas was 22 a committee to Investigate the en
An critics are invited to a private j buffet supper Saturday night, faretal.
Mrs. Cora Upham. Miss Marion
also been made, experimentally,
iew cf an exhibition of paintings well party for Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Mrs. Nathan Farwell was hostess
The first paper was written by Upham and Mrs. Louise Holbrook years of age he was already known tire agricultural situation and es
from casein, and it is found useful
by Lucille Mudgett Dingley Sunday Berry, who will leave soon for to Shakespeare Society last night at Mrs. Mary Smith on “Louis XIV attended the installation of Golden as a talented musician with wide pecially to encourage new and en
for a film similar to cellopliane.
the
Otis
home
on
Lindsey
street,
22
and
Mine.
Mamtenon
and
read
by
and
varied
experience
He
had
con
afternoon, Feb 4 from 3 to 5 o'clock. Florida. A suit case filled with Joke
larged uses for farm products.
Rod Chapter OES. in Rockland
Glass has been spun and woven
Mrs Eva Miss Cochran, the third paper be Friday night.
ducted orchestras, but not opera.
Rocm Forty, Journal Building, 14 gifts, with verses attached, provid- members attending.
The chairman is Clifford R. Hope,
into fabric from which clothing
One evening he returned home of Kansas, ranking Republican
Lisbon street Lewiston. This exhibi- ed fun throughout the evening Hellier gave a comparison of Ivan- ing written by Mrs. Mary Cooper on
Mrs. Grace Veazie and Miss Kath
after a good day's work, had his member of the Congressional Com can be made but this need not
ion will b«- open to the public every Others present were Mr. and Mrs. hoes and Shakespeare's Shylock. Louis XVI and Marte Antoinette,
erine Veazie of Rockland were
arouse cither timidity or hope for
dinner, and settled down for an mittee on Agriculture. Associated
ay frem February 5 to Feb 10 from Stafford Congdon. Mr. and Mrs. Act 2 of the Merchant of Venice was read by Mrs. Angelica Glover. Both'
guests Sunday at the home of Mr.
|0 o'clock in the imomiing to 5 Earle Gowell and Mr and Mrs. Lee read with Mrs. Alice Jameson as of these papers showed much re
evening of reading and a good rest, with him are 45 other House Mem the transparent quality is lost in
and Mrs. Douglass Bisbee, Sr.
the process.
commentator.
search and work in preparation and
(deck in the afternoon.
Walker.
when a messenger came to him bers , selected with reference to
The open meeting of the Twenti
were enlightening and interesting.
from the Academy of Music. "The their knowledge of agricultural The Martin committee must recog
eth Century Club will be held Friday
nize, and docs recognize, that (New
Tile second paper on “Louis XV
orchestra is in place and the audi* subjects.
night at the home of Miss Marion
Deal efforts for agricultural relief
I and Mine Pompadour" was written
A fprther idea of the “do-some
Weidman. An interesting program ence is waiting, but Carl Anschutz,
however
well intentioned. have been
1 by Mrs. Orissa Merritt in the form
is being arranged and refreshments the conductor, cannot appear. Would thing" attitude of this quest may be fruitless.
Especially destructive
of a radio playlet; Mrs. Blodgett
you
come
to
the
rescue
and
con

gained from the announced sub
will be served. Each member may
have
been
the
Trade Agreements,
taking the part of Louts XV. Mrs.
duct the opera?"
jects of study—dairying and poul
invite two guests.
pet
project
or
Secretary
of State
Cram as Richelieu, and Mrs Merritt
Thomas always believed in seiz try. livestock and meats, wheat,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Leach of Bos
Hull, encouraging the importation
as Voltaire. Wp all enjoyed the oriing
his
opportunity.
But
here
was
corn and hogs, potatoes, vegetables
ton spent Saturday and Sunday at
| ginallty of this playlet as well as
an unfamiliar work. "The Jewess. including canning, wool, cotton and of iarm products, thus augmenting
the
home
of
his
grandmother,
Mrs
j tire interesting subject matter so
He thought it over for a moment, other southern crops, fruits, sugar, the problem of surplus utilization.
Augusta O. Shibles, called here by
The committee also understands
cleverly portrayed by Mrs. Merritt.
and
then said, "I will."
farm chemurgy, soil conservation
the death of his uncle Edward A
Changing quickly into his dress irrigation, foreign markets, mar however, that the calamitous condi
Skinner.
.
Ouest evening will be observed
suit,
he was soon on the conductor's ketings, cost of production, and to tion to be corrected has been a long
Funeral services for Edward A.
time accumulating and cannot be
|i Friday when Rubinstein Club meets Skinner were held Sunday at 2 stand at the Academy, and conduc bacco.
remedied overnight. But, like the
I j at Universalist vestry. Miss DoroDo you get that word, "chem
p. m at the Baptist Church, Rev. ted the performance as if it were a
|| thy La wry is chairman and Mrs.
deacon in the "One-hoss Shay.”
common
experience
And
thus
began
urgy"? It is a new term; you will
C. V. Overman officiating Inter
they have sworn "With an ‘I dew
i Kathleen S. Fuller will read a panot find it in your dictionary. It
ment was in Amesbury' Hill, ceme his career as an opera conductor.
vum,' or an 'I tell yeou' (perhaps
I per. The subject for the evening
• • • •
would be worth while to capture
tery. The floral tributes were many
will be The Gay 90s."
When Henry Ward Beecher was it, however, as it will be hereafter even more emphatically) that the
and beautiful. Lester Shibles, May
remedy can and must be found.
appointed to his first ministry at
Monday Niters met at the home nard Ingraham. Charles Marston Lawrenceburg, his ardor was not much in evidence. The pronounof Mrs. Forest Hatch last night, with and William Whitney acted as bear dampened when he discovered the ciation starts out Just like "chem
The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday at
istry”. The last two syllables are
Mrs. John Mills acting as ho^Tess ers.
2 30 with Mrs. Corwin Olds. Beech
church to be very small, with a
like Margie” in the title to a once
I Prizes were awarded to Mrs. O. B.
street. The program leader will be
membership of only 23, of whom 19
I. Brown, Mrs Clarence Knowltcn, Electric Cooking School in tile were women. There was only one popular song, just remembering Miss Ada Young, the subject to be
■ Mrs. Cecil Murphy Miss Doris new’ all-electric kitclien on the stage hymn book, and there were no lights that you have a “U" there in place "What About Your Medicine CTiest?
of the "A". As here used it means How healthy arc wc."
Hyler anti Mrs. Austin Huntley. Mrs. at Temple hall, Rockland, will
Henry wrote to his friend;, asking
chemistry applied to vegetable
I Hatch winning the consolation. The be held this week. Thursday, Feb
aid to buy books, lamps, and oil,
j door prize went to Miss Hyler. The 1 at 2 p. m. Miss Ruth Cluff, home and attended to the lighting him products.
The study method is to divide in
| hostess at next week's meeting will economics director, will be in
charge. Everybody cordially invited self before the services. Pithily he to subcommittees, each pursuing
GR A PH »C s
be Mrs. Huntley
plenty of room. big. comfortable ; remarked of those days; "I did some special line. (Leaders In in
everything except come to hear my dustry agriculture and research arc
Electric Cooking School in the chairs. All food given aw’ay. Most self preach!”
attractive
dcor
prize
will
be
given
summoned to testify at committee
THEATRE
new all-electric kitchen on the stage
• • • •
lUkJHkjCP
i
I
2511/
away
at
Feb.
1
meeting,
those
at

hearings.
at Temple hall, Rockland, will
If the over 2.COO.OOO cases of sar
tending
any
or
all
of
the
meetings
These legislator-students do not
be held this week, Thursday, Feb.
dines that were packed in Maine
WEDNESDAY-Till RSDAY
1 at 2 p. m. Miss Ruth Cluff. home being eligible to receive it.—adv.
last year could be duplicated each underestimate the magnitude of
ANN NEAGLE
7-T-13 year the world could have a sar their task. Likewise they under
economics director, will be in
(Registered)
in
stand the imperative need of find
charge Everybody cordially invited,
dine complex and profit by it.
ing
a
cure
lor
the
present
agricul

•
•
•
•
plenty of room, big. comfortable
“Nurse Edith Cavell”
In Brazil are to be found giant tural plight. They have sot them
chairs. All food given away. Most
peanuts with kernels larger than selves to do it under circumstances WEDNESDAY: AWARD NIGHT
attractive dcor prize will be given
the entire shell of known varieties which seem to pron.ise results.
away at Feb. 1 meeting, those at
Connecticut
We are all of us dependent on
ENDS TODAY
that have previously been in the
tending any or all of the meetings
Delaware
markets. "A meal in a nutshell." farming. This is true even of those
being eligible to receive it.—adv.
THE HARDY FAMILY
District of Columbia
• • • •
who have never seen a growing
7-T-13
In
Massachusetts
Percy Grainger, the noted com crop, could not tell a cow from a
Michigan
“
Judge
Hardy
and Son’
poser of "Country Gardens,” Molly goat, and would hardly know how
Wednesday-Thursday
New Hampshire
on the Shore," and arranger of to pick up a hoc. "Save the sur
New Jersey
much folk-music played at Jordan
New York
hall recently and thrilled his au
Ohio
diences with his witchery and mas
(noted by Carl Cassens)
terful execution of glorious music.
Pennsylvania
Many will remember his concert at
Vermont
the Maine Music Festival in Port
Our collection of Late Winter Models grouped in
Wisconsin
land.
two lots to close—
• • • •
The city of Sofia. Bulgaria, was
Wendell Phillips, the great re
Were $13.75 to $19.50
Were $10.75
blacked out for several hours when former and abolitionist, was one of
So tremendous was the response to our first Scott Furriers Sale, we have
a drunken man shot and severed p. the outstanding orators in an age
main light cable.
been besieged with requests to repeat another such Spectacular Event! In
of many orators.
I ^on'i
• • • •
the face of rapidly rising prices, it is probable you will never see Fur prices as low
•sk Us <0 J
"To cultivate pleasure, there arc
, etPbia
All of one kind; no two alike
as these again! Each and every Scott-Bilt Fur Coat in this Sale carries the unquali
Today and Wednesday
three parte of it to be cultivated:
w°r«fc’
f°rl
One
is
anticipation;
another
reali

fied Scott guarantee of satisfactory service.
Our reason: Must have room for our new Spring
zation; nnd another is retrospect."
'HOUND YOUNG-MMY IOUNO
Models arriving daily
Think this out.
(KM
REMY
• • • •
Come early for a good selection!
IYU MIMI • ELISHA COOK, Ir.
I At a college examination a pro
BARNITI MIKE!
Directed by toy Del tuth
J«hn Carroll
Sizes I 4 to 46
fessor asked a long-faced student,
Darryl F. Zonuck
Rita Johnoon
"Docs the question embarrass
In Otero* el Protfwctien
It
(Iwword Stnadwich
Also to close—
a pfetK^otfuvn
netvu
A 20th Century-Fox Rctwre
you?"
"Not at all. Sir." replied the stu
TODAY
THURSDAY
dent, "It is clear enough. But it is
DON AMECHE in
"JEEPERS (REEPERS"
the answer that really bothers me."
“SWANK RIVER
all new models
WEAVER BROS. & ELV1RY
• • • •
COMING eCCN
ROY ROGERS
1939 saw 800.COO tons of scrap
“GONE WITH THE WIND"
Plus Tally-Ho, $25
iron and steel go from the United
A Road Show Attraction
Children's Matinee 4.00 P. M.
i States to Great Britain.
• • • •
COMING SOON
FURRIERS
Did you ever realize that flowers
“GONE WITH THE WIND”
BURDELL’S DRESS SHOP
are real coquets? They are open
at the time of day or night whetg
16 SCHOOL STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
room Mat joe. Err. (.30. IJS
the insects they wish to attract are
Continuous Saturday z M to 1(31
u-it
Sunday. Matlnre 3 o'clock
abroad
Tel. 2229

Methebesec Club

CUTLER’S

Bring Back to Rockland
By Popular Demand!

SALE!

COMIQUt

SCOTT SUPER-BILT

FUR GOATS
At Savings of

13

to

11

DRESSES TO CLOSE

and MORE

Now $7J5

Now $9J5

tense

Purchase Your Fur Coat Through the

Famous Scott Unique Payment Plan!

27 WINTER COATS at HALF PRICE

See Our Large Ad In Thursday’s Paper!

CUTLER’S

Rockland’s Busiest Shopping Spot

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON

Strand f.
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Every-Other-Day

tlie large attendance were represent
University of Maine, married a
ed all walks of Ufe, the American
Maine girl, and for the last 14 years
Legion Post and Kennebec Bar As
R
has made hls residence ln Maine—
If You Wish To Be Na- Death Of Former Rockland sociation sending large delegations.
Golfing In Overcoat*—Ar One Of Them, Hailing From
at Camden.
Man Who Rose To Suc- The floral decorations were most imturalized Under Special
Camden, Get* Magazine "Gene's chief hobbies are Maine
thur Torrey Spin* a Yam
cess In Kennebec County presalve. In addition to Rockland
Exemptions
Attention
—A Southern S. O. S.
Mu:
_____
I relatives present at the services
Carl
A.
Blackington.
well
known
I were Robert A. Webster, Prank A.
May 24, 1940. is the last date on
Under the caption, "Six Smart
St Petersburg, Pla., Jan. 20
! which an alien who served in the j Waterville attorney, died suddenly I Window. and Mr. and Mrs. James
Winter
Yanks,
’
the
current
issue
Editor of Tile Courier-Gazette:—„ , „
at his home at 23 Winter street. Fri- E Doherty of this c.ty. The burial
of the Yankee magazine publishes
iy Gladys Si. Clair Heistad
I U. S. Military, or Naval Forces dur- dgy morning at the age Qf 49 Death j was in pjne Orove cemetery,
Br-r-r-r! ! This winter paradise
the following:
i ing the World War, may be natu- I came while he was sleeping and was j The deceased had been away, from
has been all out of whack for weeks.
"Eugene C. C Rich, president of
! ralized under the special exemptions , due to heart disease, according to Rockland 25 years, but his memory
The Music Department of Univer- ; escaping from an ill-tempered Th<? cilrnate done went off some the Camden. Maine. Outing Club
i provided in tlie Act of Congress Dr. R. L. Reynolds.
, was kept green through frequent
sity of Maine h-’.d open house last mother to a grandmother in a home place gn,
bus. up
and leader in the development of
Hls
near
relatives
said
that
he
had
visits to his home city and the corpassed
June
21.
1939.
The
Portland
Saturday a tornocn. Piof. Adelbert for the aged, at nine a dancer at !
dere ajnt nuthln can
the Snow Bowl, which is rated as
Immigration and Naturalization Of been in poor health over a period of I dlality with which he received old
Weils Sprague, cn? of Maine's out- the Rosal Opera overheard her ' dol^
R eKher
when an outstanding community winter
fice advises that the alien veteran I the last several months, although friends from "home." Tlie writer
standing musical figures and per- singing, swept the young girl away dpm bllzzards frum uo North gits sports project, was bern in New
must have been in the service I he remained active in his profession i of these lines is proud to count himsmall}' known to many of us here- to its school, and at 10 Jenny Lind away and comes a-whizzin down York 37 years ago. but has been
Mr. Blackington had resided in j self among tbe latter and one of his
itmetime between th- dates of April
abouts, heads the department. Act- was playing real parts, singing round yere de salubriousnesa jes trying to make up for this unfortu
5, 1917. and Nov. 11, 1918, and have Waterville since 1914 when he first, happiest memories will be the annual
ing as host, h? was assistedby A leading roles at 16. and making natura)1y perambulates an' folks gits nate slip ever since the time when
been honorably discharged. No first ( entered the practice of law. He was i reunions in the fall season when
Stanley Cayting. Miss Anna Strick- such a success in Sweden that de misery.’’
he was brought as a child to Maine
citizenship papers are required. and born ln Rockland June 6. 1890, the both were devotees of their iavorite
land. C. Winfield Richmond. Mary when she went to Oarcia in Paris
That s what my caddy says any for the summer, spent four years
there Is no cost for the final cltl- s°n of Oscar E. and Julia Worth- sport football.
Hayes Hayford .Irving Devoe, Fran- j tor finishing lessons he told her way.
at Hebron Academy, attended the
ington Blackington.
Educated in
Rockland has watched Attorney
zenshlp
papers.
cis G Shaw, and Dr Maurice King, that her voice was finished. And
You should have seen him. He
Veterans who afe still aliens t,ie Rockland public schools, he re-1 Blackington’s progress with much
all members of the Northern Con- so the story goes. It touches upon was ail wTapped up in two sweaters cretia Thayer entertained at bridge
should obtain U. S Department of celved his Li D from the Univer- ' pride. He fulfilled the familiar exsenator}' in Bangor and giving in- her many triumphs in Berlin and and an overcoat and his general last week—Mr. and Mrs William
Labor Form A-2214from the Clerk I sity of Maine. He married Doris 1 pression "self-made," and had the
structions in applied music on the elsewhere. Many celebrities appear demeanor was that of a person who Todd whose trailer has been stand
of the Court for
the County In Fernald at East Boothbay Aug. 1. courage, to begin the practice of hls
campus. Students taking applied in the story—Chopin, Ruskin. had resigned himself to the inevtt- ing In Southward Ho Trailer Park
which he is residing or tlie Clerk 19'28' He was admitted '« the bar in ! profession in a city where he was
music acted as ushers. Guests in- Queen Victoria—and then the gor- abje jjis friend, the sun. was lost, for the post several years have gone
an absolute stranger. He became one
Eugene C. C. Rich
of lhe U S District Courts at Port 1914, in the same year beginning the
spected the new studios opened last geous Barnum episode. It tells of somewhere behind a barrage ot roll- to Palm Beach to get warm—ex
of the best known and most successpractice of law in Waterville.
land
or
Bangor.
This
form
should
fall. In one studio there are two | [Wo betrothals, intermittent and ing clouds, the balmy breezes to pected back soon—Dr. and Mrs
lie carried on in hls chosen profes- ful members of the Kennebec Bar.
grand pianos on a stage, with seats stormy.
You remember. Hans which he was accustomed had ac- Reed were guests of Mr and Mrs I in general and the Snow Bowl in be filled in and mailed with hon- sion for 25 years, hls law practice He provided himself with an attracfcr 50 attending recitals Two stu- Christian Andersen adored her. and quired an edge like a buzz saw .and J. E Masters of Newton, Mass., and particular. Following a small win- oiable discharge and two photo being interrupted only when he saw , tive home, and became the head of
dios have a single grand piano and lt js sajd tbe one cruei thing Jenny ' he was miserable.
Meddy bemps, Me., at tlieir winter J ter sports meet in 1935 at Hosmer's graphs to the Immigration and Nat service in the U. S. Army in the - a family which was his pride and
one studio has a single upright und seems to have done, was to
I couldn't say much because I j home on Jungle Avenue recently.— Pond, Gene visualized a "Snow uralization Service, 1005 Post Office World War He enlisted in the Na his happiness. Affectionately known
piano These are available both for i put an end to Andersen s wooing had on two sweaters myself. It was The Sunset Hotel is being consid- Bowl" there In the fall of 1936 the Building, Boston, Mass.
tional Ouard at Augusta ln June, throughout Kennebec County as
Do this at once, don't wait!
lessons and practice for voice and by holding a mirror to his face. It that cold
True the sweaters I ered as a likely spot for the first i whole community was aflame with
1917. Reported for Federal service "Blackie” he made friends on all
instruments. Each studio is acous ! also tells of her marriage, to a re- wore were light, thin affairs cal- meeting of the Rockland Pood Con- ardor. A lodge house and skate
Each veteran must be questioned
ln July and was made a private first j sides and will be thus mourned.
the Naturalization Examiner betically treated and made soundproof, liable steady man who probably culated not to interfere with the sumers League this year.
i house were finished before snow- by
, . , „
. . ...
,
. class in August, 1917. He saw servPane.ling in ceilings and broad.oom managed ber investments well, and arm swinging necessary ln golf, and
Arthur Torrey is responsible for ' came that fall. Next came a toin Battery E. Firet Maine Heavy
CUSHING
carpeting absorb echoes, while the probabiy made him a good steady it was true also that I was there circulating a story concerning Will boggan chute, and last year a fine tion with the Court. There is no Artillery. He was overseas from
Edward Curtis of Rockland has
doers are backed with acoustical
cl.
.i.-i
.or
ft.ing
of
the
abov<
petlj
u
iy,
,
9]g
t
o
July
of
1919,
being
disbeen
visiting
hls brother Asa Curtis
wife. Anyway, enchantment reigns , because I wanted to be His sweat Fuller's amputated doeskin pants open slope half-way up the inounmaterial and an air-space for ab in the book.
whlch
set
the
style
for
bathing
'
tain
in
back
of
tlie
ledge
was
cleared
ers were heavy ones, his overcoat
charged July 10 of the latter year I,the past week.
sorbing sounds.
• • • •
was long and interfered with walk- suits in Rockland years ago Mr. ' and grassed and a ski tow installed
A number of years ago Mr Black
Alden Chapies Ls 111 at the home of
• • • •
|
MILS. QUIMBY LNJl’RED
As I came from overtown the mg, and it was perfectly plain that Fuller claimed it was a good bath"The construction of the Snow
ington was city solicitor ln Water his brother at Clark Island.
The new museum rocm at the
other day. I heard a sweet bird he wanted to be most anywhere else, ing costume because he was baptized Bowl project now complete, Gene
ville. Through hls connection as
Irene Doe spent the weekend with
New England Conservatory of Music
Mrs. Althea G. Quimby. 81, presi-1
voice singing, and my searching His hat was a flopping straw with in it—Miss Carolyn Reed of New accepted within the last few months
a member of the bar and hts fra her parents in East Friendship.
was dedicated at a concert by tiie
dent of the Maine Women's Chris- (
he became
well
eyes finally espied him perched a brack crown and white brim and York, Rockland and Bayside, Me., ' the chairmanship of the Board of tian Temperance Union for 25 years ' ternal t"affiliations
Mrs. John C. Morse, Jr., of Thom
h"™gbo“ tbe
State
Boston String Quartet Sunday eve
Jelferson-Travis Company,
’ high in a tall tree. I was reminded the general ensemble made him look will shortly arrive in St Petersburg the
aston was a caller Friday on her
ning, Jan. 21 The room houses the , . _
_ t ,
up until the past fall, suffered
He was a member of the Water- i sister. Mrs Albert Stone.
Collection of Musical Instruments °f <^Car ^^h s song, set to the .:ke one of Admirable Byrd's pen- for a week s visit—Mr. and Mrs. Hew York, manufacturers of radio j
Samoset Jones were wined and marine telephones, but his family fractures of the shoulder, elbow vlUe Lawyers' club. the Kennebec
lovely words by William Alexander gums.
Frank Nord of Rcckland is spend
and Curicsities which comprises
dined by Dr and Mrs J T Kennedy will remain in Camden and Gene and leR uhen struck at Brentwood Bar Association, the American Le- ' ing a few days with his son Alfred.
Percy:
To
cheer
him
up
I
told
him
that
more than 200 instruments. Many
of Pythias,
_
.
Mrs Charles Prior and son of
OVERTONES
my new leather golf bag, which he j at Boca Ciega Inn Thursday eve will commute to New York by street and Stevens avpnue. Port- g_ iOn, Lions Club. Knights
of them are rare, and all of them of
land at 5 50 p. m Sunday bv a car odd Fellows and the Sons of the Medfield. Mass . and Mr and Mrs
I heard a bird *t break oi da/
was
carrying
on
top
of
the
overcoat,
ning.
Commander
Kennedy
is
readplane,
Sing from the autumn trees
historic or artistic value: represent
dri-.en by Edward W. Jensen, of American Revolution.
F. J. Nord were recent callers on
A song so mystics' snd calm.
would probably break hls back be- j ing a series of short stories for pub'
ing Japan. China. India. Arabia,
So full of rertalntles.
Two separate items in a recent Westbrook. police said. Mrs. QuimSurvivors besides his widow in-'Mrs. Adelbert Clark ln Rockland
fore
we
had
finished
nine
holes
and
|
cation
shortly.
No man I think could listen long
and Europe and America. Includ
Except upon hls knees
Worse Than Helsinki
this, being language which he un-1
Washington newspaper disclosed < 1) by was taken to the Maine Gen- elude three daughters. Martha. Celia. | Mr, and Mrs. Lewis Burns of
ed is the fine collection of the late
Yet this was but s simple bird.
j eral Hospital in the police am- and Barbette, all of Waterville; a Friendship, Mr. and Mrs Ralph Doe
Alone, among dead tree-,
derstood. caused him to split his face
The members oi the Rowland
the nation's capital has 10
Mrs. Winthrop Sargent. There is
j bulance.
Her condition was "fair' sister, Mrs. Ruth Lancaster of New of East Friendship, and Mr. and
in
a
white
toothed
grin
which
contingent
wintering
in
St.
Pete
also an early upright piano, a Cle
, women for every nine men; ?2) at 10 p.m. Mr. Jensen told police Britain, Conn.; a brother, Kenneth Mrs. Frederick Nord of this town
BIT YOU ARE YOUNG
warmed
me,
if
it
didn't
him.
would
appreciate
donations
of
any
menti piano 'London, 1800'. a Hans
the nosiest eit-’ ln
he was blinded by the street lights, of Togus. and two half-brothers.
were guests Frldey evening at a
They aren't "miserable” long; old fur caps and ear mufflers from ' that
Ruckers
harpsichord
'Antwerp,
Written by Josephine Lawrence
------------------Funeral services were held at surprise birthday party at the home
friends who possess these articles in country- Whether there is any conthese
colored
caddies
Life
is
too
1622' The room will be used as a and published by Little Brown
There are more than 3.000,000 the First Baptist Church Sunday, of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hysom In
short to bother about worrying, and excess The St Petersburg supply nection between these two facts is
reception room for the Conservatory Company of Boston.
users of the telephone in England. Rev. Robert Beaven officiating. In' Thomaston.
I
finished
my
game
in
good
spirits,
not stated.
Is
exhausted.
O
H
R
as well as an attractive place to en
Josephine Lawrence goes deeply
one sweater and winning
joy Chamber music in a room hav into the intimate daily grind of a shedding
S1 ->o When I split this with the
ing the informal and comfortable j poor family unable to make the caddy he
the
was ,
quality
house .
u»ulj of
u. aa private Hume
grade, through problems that con- , eood
<»
The Boston String Quartet, found- I {ront largf famU1„ thrown QUt Qf j
on*
“ *e weather was |

Down In St. Pete

Buddies, Don’t Wait

“Six Smart Yanks”

Carl A. Blackington

EftLM OF
ISIC

ei by thc New England Conserva work by the depression of recent

Southerners aren't so happy when
years.
[ it's cold. When the temperature I
The load falls on the slim shoul- } erops below 50 they close all the
1
ders of one daughter. This girl, windows, roll up the rugs to block '
Kelsie. meets all the uncertainties ; the cracks under the doors, build I
with grim determination to hold up up smoky, sooty fires in their little
and help her own flesh and blood., salt box stoves, and proceed to catch
Feb. 1st marks the beginning of a»’hough her heart called for life j c0ld and sniffle.
the second semester of the New and
and a home of her own. : i don't know what the thermome- '
England Conservatory's 74th year.
This writer takes not from the ter has registered here 'except that
with the opening of (..asses on the
highest society but fromthe ordin- I'm fairly confident it hasn t regissam • cay. Wallace Qoodrleh, lonj,
ar5- <iulet well deserved class and :ered at the Chamber cf Commerce) .
identified w.th the administration sweetly and directly into
the but the paper tonight admitted that I
of the Conservatory, is the director, tolls and moiles of their life. She the temperature stood at 41 on
assisted by Quincy Porter, Dean of holds the reader's attention to every top of the Independent Building at I
the Faculty. During the remainder word of her deliberate and inti- 7 o'clock this morning. It didn't •
of the year, the Conservatory will mate analysis of motives and desires bother me any for I was asleep at,
present its usual full program of —gentle or tragic. Not a heavy the time.
It bothers Floridians though It1
recitals, s'udent concerts, and or piece of writing but good reading
chestral concerts. To all these and a very interesting young interferes with their business of
events the public is Invited. It author,
K 6 F.
supplying sunshine and gladness in
return for cash, and with about
would be interesting for some of
MARY A. DONAHUE
3000 more pockets to pick than were i
cur kcal music lovers when in Bos
ton to visit the Conservator}- and
available on this date one year ago,
A life which began Feb. 6. 1657, a really cold snap takes on the as
perhaps attend one or more of their
musical activities. For example. in Rockland, ended its earthly ca- pects of a minor calamity
there is an orchestral concert sched- !reer
Tuesday night Jan. 23. at
They're good sports anyway. They !
uled fo rJan. i31. at 815 p. m <Jor- her late residence, 204 Main street, try hard but they can't outsmart a 1
can Hall). Wallace Ooodrich will Rockland.
Yankee. There's not much monev 1
conduct and Cleora Wood of the
Miss Donahue was the oldest of to be made frora penurious pleasure I
Faculty will sing two arias—"Voi j 10 children born to Bartholomew seekers who take their own tea
che sapete" from Mozart's "Mar Donahue and Kathryn Fahey balls into restaurants, order a cup
riage cf Figaro," and "Dcpuis le Donahue, the flrst five being girls of hot water, make soup out of the
Jcui" frem Charpentier's "Louise." and the second five boys. The only catchup and then write a letter to
O:chestr?i numbers will feature survivor of this fine family which the Chamber of Commerce asking
ccmpcsitions cf Mendelssohn, De played so vigorous a part in the for a refund of five cents lost ln
bussy,
Gcldmark,
Charpentler, life of this city is Mrs. Bridget a parking meter— all of which in
Richard Strauss, and deFalla.
Donahue Kirkpatrick, owner and stances have been duly authenticat
operator of Brunswick Apartments. ed as happening here this winter.
Mrs Everett L. Littlefield of
Miss Mary Donahue won fame
Some of the small restaurants
Kennebunk, president of the Maine as a pastry cook employed at vari have actually had to make a cover
Federation of Music Clubs, has an ous times in such establishments as charge to people bringing their own
nounced that the midwinter meet the Golden Gate Hotel, Salt Lake food, ordering a cup of coffee and
ing of the board of management City, Utah; West Side Inn, Grand proceeding to eat a meal purchased
will be held at 11 o'clock in the Island, Neb.; Broadway Central elsewhere. Personally I don't blame ‘
morning. Jan. 33. at the Columbia Hotel. New York City; Adams the proprietors a bit for charging
Hotel. Luncheon will be served at House. Boston and Poland Spring these people all the traffic will bear '
12.33. At tills meeting reports will House. In 1911 she retired and for I strongly suspect that if there
be given by the department chair- came to live with her sister, Mrs wasn't somebody watching them
men, State chairmen, and club; Kirkpatrick, where she had since 'hey d walk off witli the table cloth
presidents, or. if unable to be pres resided.
and a couple of chairs.
ent. they are asked to send their
It’s nice to be a Yankee, but it's
Mass for thc repose of her soul
report to be read at the meeting. 1 was said by Father John Kenny at still nicer to think that they are
A discussion of club problems and|st Bernard-S church Friday at 9 not all panhandlers and crooks.
Tonight we go to bed accompan
future plans will be held in the a m ybe bearers were William
alternoon.
I Sweeney. William Sullivan, Thomas ied by the news that it will be from
Fleming, James Costello. To the 28 to 32 degrees above zero before
Among the new books is "En
few remaining on this side who morning and local orchardists have
chanting Jenny Lind," by Laura
knew her, Mary seemed to live a been warned to start their smudge
Benet, a biography of the Swedish ,
sweet and fragrant life, sensitive pots in order to keep the fruit from
Nightingale offered, as the jacket
and understanding. She will be freezing. We weren't told to tie
informs us, to “anyone from 15 up.” I
welcomed by a great company who mufflers on the flowers and there
A passing comment is that there is
was no mention made about putting
have long awaited her coming.
no other life of Jenny Lind avail-1
an extra blanket on the bed but
[Contributed)
able to adults in America that has,
:hese details will doubtless look after
so much material new and old. and
rxi r- « r- » k
•» »» .
, themselves. Tomorrow is expected
tills material has a blend of ro- MT. PLEASANT VALLEY to be colder and if this keeps up
mance and respectlbllity that com-}
and Mrs~n Bunker have Way Down Upon the Swanee River
mends it especially to those who moved tQ Wcs{
whwe
won't be as Far From the Cold
buy books for young girls. It is Bunker has employment on the Ban Folks at Home as it used to be.
Some Matters Personal
the story of a Voice, "clear, sunny, gor & Aroostook Railroad.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Brown, Mr.
lir.ging,' tnat ledged in a plain,
Herbert Butler and Clarence But
poor child, and made her, when she ler are cutting cordwood for K. W. and Mrs A B. Allen and Mrs. Ella
sang, actually beautliul and en Dean. Frank Salminen has left the Grimes have arrived in St. Peters
tirely enchanting. Her beginning Dean camp and is now chopping for burg for the winter—They sure came
to the right place for it—Mrs. Luwas like some legendary Cinderella, T. J. Carroll.

tory of Music, is in its 6th season
One of its members is Alfred Zighera, violoncello, who is to be an
artist in one cf the chamber music
concerts Bcwdoin College 'Music
Department) 1s sponsoring.

I GET

tXTRft WII‘P'?S^-

in slower-burning
Camels/says Bill Corum
famed sports writer and columnist

SURE
WORK FAST
BUT LIKE MY
SMOKING SLOW

LIGHTNING-FAST in the press-box!

Why, Bill Corum's been known to file
3,000 words of sizzling copy during a
single big sports event. But no speed for

him in his smoking — slower-burning
Camels are Bi II Corum's cigarette. He likes

MILDER, COOLER
CAMELS ARE CHAMPS

that extra mildness, coolness, and flavor.

Here’s Bill at work in the quiet of
his office. Bill...typewriter...books

...pictures...and Camels—slow-burn

ing Camels. "I find them milder
and cooler-and thriftier,” he says.
And, being a Camel fan of many

years' standing, he ought to know.

In recent laboratory tests, CAMELS burned
ILL CORUM'S sports news isn't just

B

ful.” Cigarettes that burn fast just natu
rally burn hot. And nothing so surely

25% slower than the average of the 15
other of the largest-selling brands tested—

printed...it’s sprinted...at lightning
speed from press-box to press and thewrecks the delicate elements of flavor

Five-Star Final. But when the candid

and fragrance in a cigarette as excess

camera catches Bill in his oCice with a

heat. You don't want a hot, flat, uncom

cigarette-well, "No speed for me in my

fortable smoke. The delightful mild

smoking,” he says.

ness, coolness, fragrance, and flavor of

His own common sense and smoking

Camels are explained by this impor

experience tell him what scientists have

tant finding —Camels proved to be the

confirmed in their research laboratories

j/ou eiZ-burning cigarette of the sixteen

—that "slow-burning cigarettes are ex

largest-selling brands tested! (Thepanel

tra mild, extra cool, fragrant, and flavor

at right explains the test.)

slower than any of them. That means,

on the average, a smoking plus equal to

5 EXTRA

SMOKES
tect» h»tu‘

* tast'Jraira

PER
PACK!

MORE PLEASURE PER PUFF...MORE PUFFS PER PACK!
Copyright, 1040. K. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. 0.

Camels —

tie cigarette ofCostfer Tpiaccos

